
Chapter 23  Captain of the Vigilance, Second Season 
 
The World Goes on: 
 
DM: Well, you sort of Fade back into obscurity.  You hear the lastest Militia Gossip.  Admiral 
Bowline retired causing Commodore Square Knot to be pronounced Admiral, Captian Nylon 
becomes Commodore Nylon.  Commander Victor becomes Captian Victor.  Lieutenant Sackler 
is promoted to Commander Sackler.  And a whole list of lucky and influential Midshipman 
becomes Lieutenants.  Victor gets the Dragon Wing, Captain Dacron gets the Flame, which has 
been renamed "Defiant".  And so on.  Sackler gets formal command of the Manilla. 

After the surrendering of the Blackthorn Fleet, all of those ships are disarmed, de-crewed, 
and their owners soon arrive for them.  Most of the Sloops apparently were small coastal fishing 
vessels, and the larger ships were cargo ships from Daila and Kalay.  Anything that floats was 
pretty much gobbled up.  There is a lot of repair activity going on at dockyards. 

Markak has been relieved of his title.  He manages to worm his way off the hook, and is 
given a small lot of land up in the Injuma Peninsula.  Maink gets thrown under the bus...or 
wagon, and is sentenced to death for his part in the killing of Lord Rextul.  No Lords have been 
given these offices yet, and the rumor is that Sir Sasko is controlling them directly for the time 
being.  News from the North is, during the insurrection, the Nomads cast their lot with the King, 
in return for certain promises, and they captured Daila and Kalay in the name of the crown, but 
now they seem reluctant to give them back, until the Kingdom gives them freedom from 
Lumerian Rule.  Lumeria is coming apart at the seams. 

Grisham returns from Daila with your cat and everything.  He tells you that your landlord 
in Daila is inquiring as to whether or not you intend to return, and if not, please send word so that 
he can make appropriate plans.  Temek is currently serving a term in the Madra Town Guard 
until the shipping season, feeling that his services are needed there. 

You're sitting around when you see Drendum come into the tavern looking for you. 
“Hail the Conquering Captain!  Heard you pounded up their fleet pretty badly.  Good for 

you.  You’ll never guess who was caught with the Blackthorn group, Crackum.  You remember 
him, the whole negotiating trip,” he spits on the floor.  “Yeah, I saw him during the battle. Didn’t 
know how he could fight for that slime after what happened to Grunlow.  Oh Well.  Did you hear 
about the battle?  Yeah, the Earl’s ‘army’ marched on us here in Madra, and we had our pants 
down and our butts hanging out to dry.  Didn’t see them till it was too late, and before we could 
put up an organized fight, we were running to Tolbi.  Thankfully we got the King out, otherwise 
we would have lost right there.  A few days later, after riders had ridden to get the Army in 
Alhafra, our Nomadic Allies in Kimbombo, and other soldiers, we marched back to Madra.  We 
had him pinned from the South, the North, and the West, and you had him cornered him in the 
East from the Sea with the Old Flame and Dragon Wing.  Well, he finally decided to surrender, 
and good for him, otherwise he would’a lost and been really stoopid.  Then you know what 
happens, the King decides to go and pardon the entire army, minus the officers and a few key 
others, and just let them walk away.  Oh well, I guess that was his call.  The Military has 
certainly gotten more power recently, General Duloc of the Milita certainly is enjoying it.  Who 
knows how that’s gonna blow over.” 

“You’ll never guess what else happened during the first battle before we retreated.  I 
personally took my company into the very heart of the hobgoblin group.  Although we got cut up 
bad, I took at least one tribe chief’s head off.  Wish I could have gotten to the Dwarves, but we 



wouldn’t have been able to reach them from our saddles.  Heard they got away with lots of dead 
too.  Oh yeah, and the best news of all:  I got promoted, again!  I'm now a Major.  Wow.  Three 
ranks in less than a year.  I was wondering if you were gonna make Captain after that last match, 
who knows.  Hey, by the way, I heard about Clethera.  She was a fiesty one.  You two were good 
together, got lots of people out of some pretty tough scrapes.  Here’s to her memory.” 

I’ll send the rest about cargoes and such later, As stated earlier, there’ll be plenty of 
those, and crew members, to choose from. 
 
Thumper:  I'm happy to fade into obscurity, though I wouldn't have minded fading into obscurity 
with some good company and more money.  I’m going to need the income from a good season 
on the Vigilance.  Nice to hear from Drendum, and glad things have gone so well for him.  I’ll 
tell him about our adventures, and Clethara.  Not much to be proud of, the way I was caught 
unprepared for that midnight raid.  I’ll send word to give up the cottage in Daila.  I’ll be on the 
Vigilance most of the time it looks like.  Grisham should be able to round up a good crew, 
hopefully with many of the same folks now that the Earl’s navy is at an end. 
 
DM: Well, you can’t have everything.  So you put everything towards Vigilance and getting her 
ready for sea. 

The weather is getting warmer.  Spring is on the way, and the harbor is alive with people. 
I think we figured on about a month until Spring?  That sounds about right.  During your Prep 
time, you are approached by no less then 25 sailors looking for a billet on your ship.  None of 
them are your old hands.  You seem to have some sort of following at the moment.  Just 
checking on Vigilance, after all of it’s escapades during the winter: There’s little repair to be 
done to it.  Maybe a section of planking here, or the rigging needs to be replaced for this section. 
that sort of thing. 

It's not just the Earl’s Navy that's gone, it’s also the Royal Navy.  It’s gone back to a 
Peacetime Establishment, no more impressment, and it’s shrinking in size.  So there are many 
people looking for any sort of work.  Yallum, the final town, is still holding out, but there’s little 
chance of the war lasting a further month.  The main problem at the moment are many self- 
proclaimed emperors running around in the woods over there, causing havoc for the army supply 
lines.  Word is that some special force from Lunpal is heading over there to take care of them. 
 
Preparing for the Sailing Season: 
 
Ok, you scope out cargos: Consider all of these to be full loads. 

 To Daila: Wood, a full ships load, very fine wood, 400gp; various fabrics and cloths: 
standard quality, 170gp; furniture pieces: standard quality, 450gp. 

To Alhafra: Ship Supplies: 300gp; building supplies: 300gp; Relief supplies: 300 gp. 
To Dale: various fabrics and cloths: standard quality, 170gp. 

 To Mikisalla: Relief Supplies: 300gp. 
As I stated earlier, you can also find cargoes such as wines from Alhafra, Valuable ore 

from Garoh, through Mikisalla, etc.  As I also told you, Vigilance is probably going to be one of 
the few money-making ships for a good bit of this season.  She’s intact, that’s more than you can 
say for most other ships at this point. 

As you're prepping for sea, you get a dispatch from Commander Sackler aboard the 
Manilla, asking you to come aboard.  Assuming you do, he tells you that there is a plan 



underway to put a permanent port on the Unknown Island, and they need a cargo ship to carry 
the supplies and personel.  Apparently Sackler is supposed to lead that effort, and is offering the 
job to you.  He trusts no one better with this job.  If you take this job, your ship won’t be under 
Militia Command.  You’ll simply take a contract for this consignment of supplies, with them. 
They're offering 450gp per trip, for two round trips, to any ship that will take the cargo and 
Personnel. 
 
Thumper:  Thank you.  I’ll ask Grisham to sort out those we want from among the 25 interested.  
I’ll give preference to those who were with us at “The Island” other things being equal.  I’d like 
him to look for someone who can train under him toward becoming a Master someday, who 
could be trusted as a watch captain.  Also, someone with some particular fighting skills.  We 
can’t count on Logan being with us.  Haven’t seen him for a while.  (Temek will be in the crew 
too.) 

I’ll accept the commissions for “The Island” as a matter of personal favor to Commander 
Sackler.  There won’t be a return cargo so this isn’t perhaps as good as the others, but so be it.  
Next on the list is the trip to Alhafra with the relief supplies.  Maybe that goes before Sackler’s 
shipments are ready?  Perhaps we would even be able to get started a bit early if the ship is in 
good shape.  When we get to Alhafra, I’ll see what cargoes are outbound before deciding what 
next.  Probably back to Madra before another trip either to Alhafra or Daila.  We may be able to 
take a few passengers on trips too if going to the right places. 

So, trips to the island top priority when ready, but the Alhafra trip if delay on the Island 
trip. 
 
DM:: Oh, one other thing.  You receive a package from the Admiralty telling you that your last 
two months, a total sum of 60gp for two months active pay as Commander.  This also alerts you 
to the fact that each month you can report to the Admiralty clerk to receive your monthly 15gp 
half-pay. 
 
Thumper:  Ah!  Very nice.  I can use that money!  Good timing! 
 
DM: Grisham brings you a list of candidates for your new crew. 
Billy Budd  11 10 8 17 11 15 F0; Claggart 17 11 8 13 15 12 F0; Sully 13 17 13 16 13 16 T0 
Styles 16 13 12 12 10 15 F0; Peabody 10 14 16 14 14 14 F0; Einstein 14 8 12 15 9 15 T0 
Bronchitis 14 13 16 14 16 16 C0; Charity 9 15 15 12 8 17 C0; Snyder 11 13 11 12 16 11 T0 
Alfonzo 11 15 15 13 13 14 F0; Nelson 10 15 13 14 12 11 F0 

Two of those you will notice are clerics.  They are both outcasts from the church, who are 
interested in billets aboard, and would be interested in positions as chaplains or surgeons aboard. 
Niether have much experience in sailing, but were actually better than most of the recruits that 
showed up for one reason or another. 
 (Grisham) “You asked about Watch keeping Officers, and I think that Sully would be a 
good candidate.  He served aboard the naval vessel Alliance a while ago before it got sunk, then 
transferred to the HMS Swiftsure.  He just got laid off when the ship was paid off.  He was the 
Master at Arms.  Another thing you should be aware of, that Billy Budd up there, the first on that 
list, he has a voice that'd melt your heart.  He ain’t the brightest of souls, but he’d be good 
keeping up morale.” 
 



Thumper:  “Very good, Grisham.  Looks like you found some good talent there.  One of these 
guys a cook?  How is that 200gp to get things started holding out?  I just received some money 
from the Admiralty for services rendered.  Not a lot, but I can put that in if need be.  I expect a 
little bonus money for signing would be appreciated.  There might be some last-minute 
supplies.”  I'll tell him about taking the consignments to the Island. 
 
DM (Grisham): “I hired them under the same terms as last season. 2gp/mo.  None of them can 
cook unfortunately.  The one who could, wasn’t worth nothin’ as a sailor, but if you want I can 
hire him and give ‘em somethin else to do, like Purser or Cargo manager, etc.  Also, a lot of 
people I interviewed weren’t seamen, but there were big, or smart, or had something going for 
‘em.  I don’t know what you want me to do with these.  You mentioned some extra help. Are you 
talking ‘bout a core of say “men-at-arms” ready to defend the ship?  Or what?  I gave each of 
those men a start-up of 3gp each, so I still got call it 150gp, if you deduct travels and such. I can 
give you the full list, but I’d just like to know exactly what you want to do.” 
 
Thumper: I tell Grisham, “We have to have a cook.  Yeah, assuming he’s pretty smart, we can 
have him do some other things.  If he’s willing to learn, he’ll work out.  If he isn’t, we’ll replace 
him.  Use your judgement.” 

“If we have space, we could indeed take on maybe three men-at-arms types besides 
Temek.  We should have some extra cabins unless we take on passengers, and I don’t think we’ll 
have any for these first several runs.  For these men-at-arms, we need skill with missile weapons.  
I have a preference for heavy crossbow for longest possible range, but that doesn’t mean 
everything.  I want men who are good, and also willing to pitch in on shipboard duties since most 
of the time we are not going to be fighting.  I’m afraid there are going to still be some pirates and 
such out there.  And we don’t have Clethara anymore.” 

“I really would not be inclined to arm Vigilance with a ballista.  We’re not a warship.  A 
ballista would be extra weight high, and would slow us a bit.  I know Vigilance is fast; I’d like to 
keep her that way.  (We’ll get the bottom cleaned as often as we conveniently can.)  We 
wouldn’t be as skilled or have as many ballistae as a warship or pirate, so we’d be better off in a 
fight, if we can’t escape, letting our would-be attacker close to short range where I can use a 
good ‘sleep’ spell to take most of them out.  The crossbows, or whatever, would still be needed 
to take out more powerful fighters or, in a worst case, spellcasters.” 
 
DM (July 18): While Grisham works down the list of candidates, there are a few more cargoes 
that show up. 
To Kalay: 30 sheep bound for Kalay, 300gp. 
To Daila: Manufactured goods, 5 6'x6' crates, 375gp. 
To Alhafra: Ship Supplies: 300gp; building supplies: 300gp; Relief supplies: 300 gp. 
To Dale:various fabircs and cloths: standard quality, 170gp 
To Mikisalla:Relief Supplies: 300gp 

Also, your crew for the season. 
T0 Budd 17 13 14 13 10 16  5hp Carpentry, Musical Instrument (harp) 
T0 Hoppe 14 12 13 11 17 13 7hp Tightrope walking, 
T0 Wythe 16 12 17 13 15 13 5hp Direction Sense 
T0 Dumbro 12 6 9 13 12 14 2hp Cooking 
T0 Stites 16 11 10 14 13 15 5hp endurance 



T0 Brood 10 5 13 14 9 9 2hp Tightrope walking, 
F0 Standred 13 13 13 12 13 12 8hp Carpentry 
T0 Gargoyle 12 14 13 13 16 8 3hp Weather sense 
T0 Billy  12 16 15 14 9 15  3hp Cooking, Singing 
T0 Werning 11 17 11 13 17 13 2hp Navigation 
T0 Becth 16 7 11 18 11 10 6hp Carpentry, Tightrop Walking 

All of them have Seamanship Rope Use, and Swimming. All other profs listed next to 
person/ 
 
Thumper: Great!  Will be nice to see Thumper active again!  I’ll talk with Grisham about our 
new crew and observe them as opportunity permits.  “Any you consider experienced and 
trustworthy enough for the helm, and for bosun of the watch?  Keep an eye out for one or two 
with the talents and motivation for training to become a watch captain.  But, to start with, we’ll 
be making a short trip it would seem.  There are some cargoes for Alhafra, and that shouldn’t 
even be a day’s journey.  We might as well start with those, sailing in daylight, until we see what 
kind of crew we have.” 

I’ll be happy to take any of the cargoes to Alhafra, with priority for the relief supplies and 
building supplies.  My idea is to then hope for a cargo back to Madra.  Should be a quick out and 
back one day each way, plus whatever is needed for loading and unloading.  No sheep!  I’ll be 
interested in whatever cargoes are outbound from Alhafra once I get there, and that will likely 
influence what I do next.  (Ought to be a good bit of stuff needing transporting with everything 
delayed by winter and the war.) 

So, as soon as Vigilance can be made ready and loaded, we’ll and be off.  (Assuming no 
bad weather.)  I will write to Clethara's father (I should know his name) in Dale.  I will pay to 
have this delivered. 
 

Dear sir, 
Greetings.  I write to mention that the good ship Vigilance is about to resume an 

active season of trade, sailing from Madra soon.  After that, our itinerary is not known, 
since it will be a matter of what cargoes are available for transport.  As you know, you 
hold your daughter Clethara’s share in this enterprise.  I intend to convey payment to you 
on any earnings when we next put in at Dale or perhaps on other occasion when we are in 
port nearby.  However, it is not possible to predict when that may be.  I write also to 
mention that, by virtue of being one of the owners, Clethara has a cabin aboard Vigilance 
which is available to you or whoever you may designate.  That cabin will be used for 
passengers or guests should you or someone you designate choose not to occupy it.  I 
wish you and your family well. 

Thumper, Captain of the Vigilance 
 
Thumper: After reviewing the crew with Grisham, I ask, “What happened to some of those 
others who looked like good candidates for our crew a while back?  You had high hopes for 
Sully, and now he’s gone.  Find out something bad about him, or did he jump somewhere else?  
Is somebody making better offers than we are?  Also, those two clerics Bronchitis and Charity 
are gone, I see.  Did the church, uh, bring them in for ‘discussions’ about their errant ways?  This 
Billy Budd seems to be a good fellow, as you said earlier.  But, I don’t think there’s anybody else 
in our crew that was in the lot you were considering earlier.  Any reason I need to know about?  



Looks like fewer of them have fighting skills than what I was seeing earlier, but hopefully we 
won’t have to be doing any of that with the war over and the pirates less of a danger.  At least, I 
haven’t heard of any problems from them.  Have you?” 
 
We Begin the Sailing Season with a Trip to Alhafra: 
 
DM: OK, so you have your crew, your ship, your cargo, and your destination.  Seems that all you 
need now is wind.  It’s still about two weeks till spring.  These days the highs get around 40 
degrees, so there's still some ice out there, but by sailing at day you should have no trouble. 
Grisham will post extra lookouts.  The cargo is loaded, relief supplies, and you set out.  The 
Wind is from the Northwest, at about 9 mph.  As you exit the harbor, you see a group of otters 
swim past, heading north.  Later on, you are about 12 miles from Alhafra, and 4 miles north of 
the coast, when a lookout calls out “Ship...no...Barge to Starboard.”  It’s true.  You see a barge 
with fishing nets about half a mile to starboard, moving East.  You keep going and soon reach 
Alhafra.  As you enter the harbor, there is a barricade on the eastern entrance, on a sort of 
overlook, and it signals “Wait for boat.”  Assuming you do, a boat pulls from shore, with half a 
dozen rowers, a man at the tiller, and 6 men sitting in the stern.  When it comes alongside, five 
men-at-arms come up the side, followed by a man in a sort of uniform.  He looks around, and the 
makes for you. 

“My name is Preppen.  I am an officer in the Port Authority, and these men are here to 
search your ship.  This is in accordance with security regulations, set down by Lord Edwin, 
Protector of Alhafra, with the Authority of His Highness, King Charles Rupert.  I will also 
require a list of the names of the men in this crew.”   

The men-at-arms, after getting a nod from Preppen, begin searching the ship, starting 
with the cargo, and the hold.  They find nothing, and search the crew berths, then the aft cabins.  
Meanwhile, Preppen is taking a look down the list of crew members, and comparing it to a list he 
has taken out of his pocket.   

He turns to you and says, “It says here that you have a crew member names Hoppe 
aboard. He currently has a fine on his head from the illegal brewing and distribution of ales and 
beers here in this city two years ago.  I must take him into custody until such time as his debt is 
paid off.  My men have found nothing.  You are free to enter the harbor,” and he hands you a slip 
of paper which states that.  “Good day.” 
 The men-at-arms drop back into the boat, taking Hoppe with him, and finally Preppen 
descends to the boat.  You continue into the harbor, and a pilot boat offers to guide you to a 
berth.  Eventually you tie up, and a representative of Lord Edwin arrives and makes 
arrangements to offload the supplies the next morning.  I assume that you or Grisham go into 
town to try and find a cargo, and you discover that you have an offer to haul a small load of 
spices back to Madra for 280gp.  A full cargo hold’s worth of Fish for 350gp, and a full cargo 
hold’s worth of various... shall we say, liquids... for 500gp. 

That night a guard arrives to report that the accused man named Hoppe, has been 
imprisoned for the crime of illegally brewing and distributing ale and beer, and has been fined 
200gp.  As you are his current captain, you are expected to either cover the remainder of debt, 
which comes to 165gp, after the confiscation of all of his money, or to let him remain in jail until 
he performs 165gp worth of labor.  Most likely being sent to the front, or being conscripted into 
the Milita.  You have 24 hours to make your decision. 



You spend the night on the boat.  There is a curfew in effect, and the next morning a crew 
from the Lord Edwin arrives to offload the cargo.  During that process, a knock comes at your 
cabin door, and your cabin boy shows in a messenger boy from the Guard.  He hands you a scroll 
and then departs. 

The message reads: 
 

To Thumper, Captain of Vigilance, Militia Commander, 
Last night we took into custody one Hoppe, a member of your crew, wanted for 

the illegal brewing and distribution of ales and beers.  You were informed of his fine, and 
were given a time to pay it off.  However, last night, the aforementioned Hoppe, 
attempted to escape from His Lordships jail, but was apprehended before he could 
escape.  This, added to his former charge, has constituted his immediate conscription into 
the Militia. 

Continued good voyages, 
Slackey, Captain of Guard, Alhafra. 

 
DM: (Grisham) “Well, Cap’n, it’s their harbor.  Nothin’ we can do about it.  I suppose this Lord 
Edwin is just trying to make himself look big and bad and trying to make this city safe so he can 
some higher title.  But he ordered it, so we gots ta do it.  Nah, didn’t know about this.  Hoppe 
guy’s fine.  Suppose I should have looked a little harder. Sorry ‘bout that Cap’n.” 

There is a list that can be supplied to you.  It includes: Poison, Highly Alcoholic liquids, 
Drugs, Weapons, Live monsters. 

(?) “As to those wanted peoples, I cannot divulge that information to you. You can take it 
up with the town guard.” 

Yes, the representative gives you the money from delivering the supplies. 
The Spices can be fit into Logan’s cabin, Hesia’s cabin, Nahum’s cabin, and Clethera’s 

former Cabin.  The “liquids” are a variety of wines and ales, all conforming to the export 
regulations, and are not classified as “Highly alcoholic.” Also included are a few fine mineral 
waters. 

You set out the next morning, and find the office, did you put on your uniform? (since 
you didn’t say so, I’ll put it up to a die roll, 5=yes.)  You enter, and the man at the desk, seeing 
your uniform springs up.  You are ushered into the office of Captain Slackey, and he looks up. 
“Ahh, you must be Thumper.  I see, you’ve probably come to talk about your man, Hoppe.  Yes. 
The fine may be extreme for the charge, but we're trying to keep order here.  As a commander in 
the Militia, I could assign him to your service, and you can do what you will with or to him.  I’ll 
take that 165gp though, just to clear him of that fine. Good day.”  You are quickly taken from his 
office.  A few minutes later, a blustered, and slightly bloody Hoppe is brought to you and you 
leave and go back to the ship.  Combined offload and loading time will mean that the earliest you 
can leave will be early afternoon.  The wind hasn’t changed in direction of force, so you’d be 
sailing into the night.  Fishing barges and ships have reported ice in the area. 
  
Thumper:  To Captain Slackey, “Thank you for releasing him.  Good day, sir.” 
 To Hoppe, “We will discuss this later.” 
 Back aboard, to Grisham, “That didn’t take as long as I expected, but looks like we will 
still be sailing close hauled, and it will be well after nightfall, maybe tomorrow, before we fetch 



in at Madra.  At least we’ll get some practice during daylight.  We’ll throw in some extra tacking 
for practice once we’re well clear of this shore.” 
 Once we are well out, but before dark, I’ll tell Grisham about the exchange at militia HQ.  
“This man Hoppe owes us an explanation.  After that, I’d like you to talk to the rest of the crew.  
I need to know if we’re going to have maybe a similar problem anywhere else.  I paid this one.  
He’s my crewman, and I’ll cover my own against unexpected hazards if I can.  But if this 
happens to anybody else, and I get surprised like this, the outcome will probably be different.  
See what you can get out of Hoppe for now.  See if he seems appreciative at all.  He owes us 
something, it would seem.  But, let’s find out.  Once you report back, I’ll talk to him later.  He 
may know some things that will be useful.”  

So, do we make it back to Madra OK? 
 

DM:  As you leave, you are searched again, it’s much quicker this time, and they find nothing. 
You being heading back to Madra, you pass another fishing barge, heading back in, during the 
night a lookout reports a large shape the southwest, it's not a ship. It seems to sink below the 
surface. Grisham reports, “looked like a whale tah me sir.” You make it to Madra the next day 
just after noon. 

Grisham will report to you at some point, “nobody else in the crew seems to be aware of 
any warrants or fines on any of ‘em.  Hoppe, well, he’s being quiet.  He is very grateful.  He said 
to me ‘Won’t happen again sir.’” 
 
Thumper:   I'll ask Grisham to bring Hoppe to me later.  I tell him that if we ever go to Alhafra 
again, I don’t want him getting off the ship.  Unless I know and approve.  I’ll ask him about his 
“activities” for which the fine was lost.  Not much more I can think of to say.  “For a bit, 
Grisham may ask you to do some extra work.  But, in good time, that will end, and all will be 
right.” 

I’ll tell Grisham that if there are any particularly unpleasant jobs to do, Hoppe can do 
them, at least for a while.  I just want people to understand that we don’t want something like 
this happening again.  I do understand that there’s no way to recover the 165gp or anything close 
to that in terms of what he can do, and there’s no need to.  Assuming he’s cooperative, we’ll let it 
all be forgotten in a month or so. 

We get paid for the cargoes?  I expect a day or two will be needed to unload.  I’ll talk to 
Grisham about the crew; are they ready for a longer trip?  I wonder if the Admiralty still wants 
that stuff taken to the Island?  If not, I suppose next we’ll take the machinery to Daila.  I’m not in 
a hurry to return to Alhafra.  No sheep!  And, no fish! 
 
DM: (Hoppe) “Aye Cap’n.” 

(Grisham) “We could always have him go down to the hold with a cutlass and have him 
deal with the rats that are down there.  I understand that you have your cat to do that, but while 
he’s down there, you can him scrub the bilge.  Always needs a good cleaning.” 

Yes, you are paid for the cargos, and they are unloaded.  You probably spend some time 
in Madra going to the local taverns?  You find that that same man in the blue robes is still 
hanging around, as well as a fighter type you don’t recognize. 

As for contracts: 
The militia contract to ship out supplies was taken on by the Dragon Wing and the Flame.  And 
the machinery was shipped overland. 



There are currently no new contracts to be shipped.  The ones available are: 
To Kalay: 30 sheep bound for Kalay, 300gp 
To Daila: Manufactured goods, 5 6'x6' crates, 375gp. 
To Alhafra: Ship Supplies: 300gp  building supplies: 300gp 
To Dale: various fabircs and cloths: standard quality, 170gp 
To Mikisalla: Relief Supplies: 300gp 
 
Thumper: “Grisham, don’t dream up extra jobs for him, but if there’s an unpleasant job that 
needs doing by someone, just think of him first.” 

We’ll take the manufactured goods to Daila. 
There may be some time to frequent the taverns, and I’ll ask around about other places; 

anything like the searches and roster inspections at Alhafra?  I’ll tell others about what happened. 
 
More Cargo Trips: 
 
DM: (Grisham) “aye aye, sir.”   OK, so that’ll be loaded, but can’t be till the next day.  Nothing 
happens the next day, and when everything is packed, you head out of the harbor. 

Nobody’s heard about searches of ships anywhere else recently.  There are a few ship 
captians hanging around, and they thank you for the heads-up however.  A few men buy drinks 
for you in exchange for the information, and welcome anything else you might add. 

You load the ship and head out, heading for Daila.  The wind is coming from the east, at 
about 7 miles per hour.  You have to tack out a few times, but make it without a problem.  Begin 
heading northward, you pass another whale, and it ignores you.  You are north of the Injuma 
Peninsula, when your lookout signals your attention to a ship to the Northwest.  It’s heading SE, 
more or less towards you.  You can see that it’s a warship, bearing the flag of Lumeria.  After a 
while, it tacks, and begins heading NE.  You continue to Daila and encounter a merchant ship 
leaving, just as you arrive.  It takes no visible interest in you, and passes you.  You arrive in 
Daila.  It is late morning when you arrive.  Grisham goes into town to meet the man you are to 
deliver the good to.  He returns and pays you, and asks if your crew can offload.  You search for 
cargos? 

While you’re searching around, you pick up some information about what’s been going 
on in this area.  The former Earl Markak has recently been, for lack of a better word, exiled, to 
the Injuma Peninsula.  His accomplice, Miank, has been charged with high treason, and 
sentenced to death.  Recently, the title of Earl of the Northern Reaches has been replaced with 
the position of Chamberlain of the Northern Counties.  The man currently inhabiting this post is 
Hrady.  Second to him here, and Lord of County Daila, is now Lord Mavramorn. 

You can find plenty of stone to transport back, A full cargo hold’s worth for 250gp; that 
is the only offered contract. 
 
Thumper in Madra:  I’ll let it be known that the Alhafra authorities have a “prohibited” list.  “It 
includes live monsters, poison, strong alcoholic drink (not sure what specifically that means), 
poison, drugs, and weapons.  That said, don’t know what they meant be “weapons” either.  They 
didn’t seem to have a problem with me or any of my usual shipboard weapons.  Maybe it’s 
crated weapons in a shipment they are after.  They won’t say who they are looking for, but my 
guy was seized for an offense alleged from two whole years ago, before the war and under the 



old regime.  Makin’ Ale!  200gp fine!  So, it looks like they are trumping up charges.  Not sure 
I’m going there again.  My next trip isn’t going to be to there.” 

Who is the warship?  I’ll study it carefully.  In case you need it, I roll d20=11.  I’ll ask 
Grisham too.  Glad to see they’re not too curious about us.  Look like they are headed toward the 
island?  I’m going to keep an eye on the sea god statue, too.  Do I identify the merchant?  Which 
way did he go? 

I’ll ask whether Markak still owns the property with the sea god on it.  Any information 
about the Red or Black dwarves? 

I’ll take the stone back to Madra.  Should be a payday when we get back. 
 
DM:  The warship, you can read the name “Alliance”;  The merchant ship’s name is Rebuck, 
The Sea god’s arms are both straight up in the air. 

Some people grumble about the fines, but aren’t all that interested. they thank you for the 
information. 

“Nah, the chamberlain ain’t stoopid enough to give ‘im that land.  ‘E owns some old 
estate up there.  He has a fyoo servants that are supposed to run into town and get him supplies, 
but he ain’t allowed in Daila anymore.  Them dwarves, only thing we 'ere is, that they got some 
new market for stuff in town.  If people want armor, and can buy it, they can now get Dwarf 
armor!  It’s bleedin’ expensive, but it’s good stuff.  Also, you can get some weapons too.  They 
mostly make axes, and some swords, but like the armor, they’re bloody expensive.” 
 
Thumper: In Madra, after offloading the stone, Thumper looks to see if he can find Logan or 
Nahum.  He needs to give them their shares of the profits.  The crew is also paid, and Thumper 
himself will celebrate a bit as he makes the rounds of the Mainsail and the Horseshoe taverns, 
being friendly and keeping his ears open.  (He will wear his “normal” outfit with the rabbit ears 
unless I indicate otherwise.)  (I also catch up on accounting.) 

Thumper will be listening for any reports of particular dangers.  He will be particularly 
interested in whether any trouble has been encountered with the whales, which seem rather 
numerous at present, or the barges, which seemingly might be a hazard at night. 
 
DM:  You’re still in Daila, so let’s get you back to Madra.  You load the stone and leave in the 
morning.  The wind is from the south, and about 10 mph.  You are coming down the eastern 
coast when you spot a whale out to sea.  It starts to swim towards you.  But then it appears to 
change its mind and swims away.  You make it to Madra, and deliver to stone and get paid. 

I assume you give your crew a night out on the town to spend their earnings?  Yes, 
Temek will gladly take 50gp/month.  That seems satisfactory. 

OK, so tavern tales.  No, no one’s noticed anything about whales, or had any problem 
with them.  Barges?  Yes there are some people recently who have felt that barges would be 
better for fishing than actual ships, but they usually have some sort of lights lit at night, just like 
any other ships. 

 
Thumper: Yes, the men will have a night on the town, but I’ll stay with the ship.  Maybe Temek 
will too, and he can get the next night.  Or Grisham.  Not a good idea for just one person to be 
left or the ship unwatched.  My policy is that there will always be a presence aboard.  I’ll ask 
Grisham to organize in-port watch sections accordingly.  But for the one night, everyone else 
(but me and someone) are free to go and enjoy themselves. 



Once people are back aboard, I’ll check with the harbormaster or shipping agents for 
what cargoes are awaiting transport.  It will also be my practice after selecting a cargo and next 
port to ask around whether there are any passengers wishing to make the journey by sea instead 
of overland.  We have these cabins; might as well use them! 
 
DM: You and Temek will stay aboard, he’s the hired guard, and hasn’t yet had a chance to earn 
his pay yet.  So he’ll guard. 

Cargos: 
Rice, full cargo, 600gp. bound for Mikisalla. 
Live stock, I assume not interested. 
A Company of Soldiers, Bound for Alhafra: 300gp 

Tavern tales: There are some new merchant captains in town looking to either purchase 
ships or built them new.  One of them approaches you and asks if you’d be willing to sell 
Vigilance for 19,000 gp.  Another man already has a ship, but needs a captain, and offers you the 
position for 150gp/month and 25% of profits.  The ship is a squared rigged ship, captured in the 
battle of Alhafra, and sold to raise money for the army, repaired.  Named Black Moon, 90ft long, 
crew of 14 men. 

Most of the other captains appear interested in smaller vessels than have previously been 
considered.  Mostly fast sloops, some small brig, but not really large square riggers.  It seems 
that Mother Nature is giving a last cold spell, but most feel that this is her last attempt before she 
gives way to Summer. 

Passengers: There is a rather quirky looking magic user who approaches you to ask 
passage. He's bound for any port in Alhafra, and doesn’t really seem to care just how soon he 
gets there.  He seems to be missing a front tooth.  Says his name is Marlin.  No one else seems 
interested in going on a sailing trip at the moment, or at least no one responds when you ask. 
 
Thumper:  Thumper will take the cargo to Mikisalla.  He’s never been there, and he isn’t 
interested in livestock or transporting the lazy soldiers (they can always march there!).  He’ll ask 
the magic user if he's willing to pay 15gp for passage to Mikisalla.  That includes a cabin and 
food. 
 
A Whale of a Problem: 
 
DM: OK, so you take the rice.  The wind is from the SE, so you make it out of Marda with a 
following wind.  Which course do you intend to take, around Lumeria, through controlled and 
patrolled waters, or around Ocienia?  Oh, and Marlin will gladly pay for the travel. Which cabin 
is he in? 
 
Thumper:  I guess we’ll take the “controlled and patrolled” route.  I think it’s shorter as well as 
safer.  No Logan aboard, either.  Yeah, it will take a while.  I figure maybe 4 days, but it depends 
on the wind obviously.  Marlin will have “Hesia’s” cabin.  I'll talk to the guy and invite him to 
dine with Grisham and myself. 

I thanked the gentlemen who made me offers in Madra.  I'm not prepared to sell 
Vigilance, but will ask the other shareholders.  My own interest is a minority, and I’d have to 
clear it with the other shareholders.  With my own ship, I’m not entertaining offers for other 
positions now. 



 
DM: OK, so you decline the offers.  The men are disappointed, but there are always other 
captains, and soon more ships. 

You head North along the coast, you are just of the NE Point, when all of a sudden the 
ships gives a mighty lurch.  Men start running to the port bow, but they can’t see anything. 
Grisham runs up from the hold, where he was checking on the cargo, “Cap’n, we got a big hole 
at the port bow.  Water’s rushin in.  I already got men on the pumps, but we took a hell o’ve hit.” 

About the same time, you hear a shout from the bow, “Whale to Port!”  Indeed, there, not 
fifty feet of the port midships, is a whale.  Temek is on deck with his heavy crossbow out, and 
takes a shot, then he manages to get off a shot with his light crossbow which he had ready next to 
him, before it sinks below the surface again. 
 
Thumper:  I head for Daila as fast as we can go.  There goes the cargo of rice!  If there are hands 
unoccupied, I’ll have them start to shift as much of it up as possible, putting the sacks on deck or 
even in cabins, but patching that damage in the bow is top priority.  I’ll sail the ship while 
Grisham tends to it.  “Temek, keep a watch!  Let me know if he’s coming back for another blow 
to the head.” 

I’ll ask my passenger, “We may have to put in at Daila because of the damage.  Is that a 
problem?” 
 
DM:  The whale appears to be keeping pace with you, but doesn’t seem interested at the moment 
on attacking again.  Do you want Temek to keep firing at it?  It’s moved off, but still in range of 
his heavy crossbow. 

Grisham leaves you a skeleton crew to man the ship, and takes the rest down below. You 
round Injuma point.  Grisham reports that there is a lot of damage below, and a bit of the rice has 
been spoiled, and has swollen.  He estimates that, if they can pull her out of the water, they can 
have the damage repaired in four days.  Right now, you have fothered a sail over that side, and 
the pumps working continuously.  If nothing else goes wrong you should make it to Daila.  As 
you round the point, you spot another whale off to port, the previous one has disappeared, but it 
seems to be minding its own business.  You make it to Daila. 

There is some activity at the dockyard, and the drydock facility is already taken.  
Grisham has the ship lightened, and after a day, the drydock is freed up, and Vigilance is pulled 
up.  Grisham and your crew will do the work to avoid having to pay dockyard crews, you won’t 
be able to sleep aboard while the ship is out of the water.  So you stay in town?  Only a few other 
ships in port, the ship that was in the drydock before Vigilance was a local fisherman.  After five 
days, the work is completed, and the bill is delivered.  (Use of the Drydock: 50gp/day for 5 days, 
supplies, 300gp, storage: 75gp total: 625gp.) 

You estimate that 1/3 of the rice was spoiled.  It was a big hole.  If you had been any 
farther away from a port, you would have lost her.  The forward third of the port side was in 
jeopardy of collapsing. 
 
Thumper: I tell Temek to only shoot if it looks like it’s going to try and hit us again.  I just want 
to discourage it, not kill it or anger it. 

Glad we made Daila!  I thank Grisham, and I’m also thankful we lost no more of the 
cargo.  I dispatch a message to Madra telling the shipping agent what happened.  Hopefully the 
shipper had insurance.  It will be a few days getting repaired.  Any change in instructions?  How 



does this change the cargo value / payment due in Mikisalla?  I should hear back before we are 
ready to leave. 
 
DM: He won’t shoot then, but re-readies both his xbows.  It eventually swims off. 

Yes, you make Daila, and repairs proceed as stated. With a third of the cargo spoiled, you 
receive word that payment for the job has dropped from 600 to 400gp.  There is no change in 
directions; continue to Mikisalla when you can. 
 
Thumper:  Thumper is relieved.  But still, coming up with 625gp has to be done.  Ship’s fund is 
170gp.  All of that goes.  The remaining 455gp is going to have to come out of Thumper’s 
personal fund.  Fortunately, he has 493gp, so he can cover it.  (But, I expect he had to pay for 
lodging ashore - how much?)  Anyway, Thumper isn’'t in any position to be wasting money!  
This trip of course won’t even break even.  Wonder if anyone sells “No-Whale.”  Do I recall ever 
seeing such a product?  I’m going to have to keep an eye out for something like that.  And I will 
also see if this whales problem is everywhere, or only in certain seas.  (I’ll ask around in Daila 
before we leave about whale issues.) 

So, I guess we can resume our voyage. 
 
DM:  Yes, I you can stay at the Drunken Sailor, or the Taberd, which is more upscale.  I assume 
that you get a private room in the Daily Sailor, which is 2 gp a night, 1 gp. a night without meals. 
You will have access to ship’s provisions, mostly hard tack and dried food, but enough for the 
four days that the cook can’t get to his stove.  No one seems to know anything about “No-
whale,” and says that they’re only recently becoming a problem.  Usually they like to ram, then 
smack the ship with their tail.  It appears you got lucky.  Grisham says that another hit probably 
would have sunk you.  They aren’t as common, at least the hostile ones, in coastal waters, mainly 
in the deeper waters.  But they have been seen closer recently. 
 
More Sea Monsters: 
 

You continue.  You make it around the NW point, and beat more or less SW, about the 
time you are even with the SW point, when you spot a boat sailing WNW, She appears to be a 
square rigger, unarmed that you can see, and she remains on course.  She passes, and 
dissappears. You come onto a reach and head SE, you are entering deeper waters, unless you 
decide to stick to coastal waters. 
 
Thumper:  I think we stayed 5 nights, right?  So at 4gp per day, and I’ll spend a bit more, that’s 
25gp total without being a “big spender.”  I’m assuming Grisham has enough in operations fund 
to take care of the crew. 

Did I recognize the other ship?  I roll: d20=19.  Guess not.  (Did Grisham?) 
I guess that, hearing the whales are more of a problem in deeper waters, we’ll take the 

longer shallower route.  It’s not like we’re in a hurry.  No penalty for late delivery or bonus for 
early in this rice shipment. 
 
DM:  You don’t recognize her, he doesn’t either. 

So, you sail East along the coast, early morning on the third day, you are near the Isthmus 
that connects the two continents, you see something slither away under the water to Starboard, 



but nothing comes of it. You are sailing SSW along the coast. It’s evening of that day.  Roll for 
reaction for ship. 
 
Thumper: I was figuring I was spreading some extra money around for drinks, tips, and to 
generally sew good will and loose tongues, so leave it at 5gp/night.  Not terribly extravagant, I 
know, but I won’t look like a miser, either. 

Any idea what that slithering thing was?  How big?  I roll: d20=5.  Starboard is toward 
deep water. 

Reaction roll: 2 (ugh!)  I hope it’s not another whale attack! 
 
DM:  Looked like, maybe a turtle.  You didn’t get a very good look at it before it disappeared. 

All of a sudden, the deck shakes.  Not like last time, that was more like running aground, 
this is more like something is passing under the ship.  Everything is calm for a second, when out 
of the water rears the head of a snake.  Temek rolled a 6, so he gets off a shot with his heavy 
xbow: 18, hit, then gets off a shot with his light crossbow and misses.  Grisham is erring on the 
safe side this trip, and has all the lookouts, (3) armed with bows from the armory, and each man 
has a cutlass.  All three archers get off shots, all three seem to hit.  It’s angry.  It launches itself 
over the ship, between the main and the mizzen, and the head dives underwater again, leaving a 
length of it sliding across the deck, the tail hasn't emerged yet. 
 
Thumper:  How thick is it?  And, if the ship is still moving forward, can we slide under it (at 
least till the snake body is up to the mizzen mast)?  Point is, I'm trying to judge if this thing has 
few enough hit points to kill it or whether it’s such an utterly huge sea monster that it’s hopeless?  
(like the Narnia movie) 

One way or the other, at first opportunity, I’m going to hit it with my two magic missile 
spells (at the head, preferably), then cast shield and mirror image before joining the fray with my 
cutlass. 

Die rolls:  MM #1: 4,4 -> 2 missiles for 10hp! (lucky maximum) MM#2: 4,3 -> 2 missiles 
for 9hp more (almost max!  Hey, I really did roll that!  On the purple and grey dice - guess they 
are my “friends” from now on!)  Just in case I get a swing or two: d20=18 (hits AC4) 
d8+1=6+1=7hp, 4/miss. 

If nothing we’ve done is helping, then I guess we have to try the Narnia trick of pushing 
the ship through.  Trouble is the mizenmast.  Easily solved: cut the fore stay for the mast, maybe 
even some forward shrouds, and the after shrouds, backstay, wind, and pressure from snake 
ought to take it down and let the snake slide over it.  Could mess up the helm, but might not.  
Only chance we’ve got if it’s truly monstrous. 
 
DM:  Ok, right off the bat, you hit it for 19hp.  You keep sailing forward, and eventually, the 
snake slips off the deck, and the end of it goes over the side.  It stopped moving.  The crew gives 
a cheer!  Grishman sounds the well, and says nothing damaged.  You sail on, with a very excited 
crew.  Nothing during that night, and you estimate that you’ll reach Mikisalla before the end of 
the day.  That morning, you see a whale, but it does nothing.  You reach Mikisalla by that 
afternoon. 

What you have when you tie up, is really more of a collection of shacks that anything. 
There are three piers, about a dozen shacks, one large stone building, looks like a town hall, then 
ruins all around, and one small warehouse along the beach.  No one comes to meet you, so 



Grisham volunteers to go into town to find who you're supposed to deliver the rice to.  He comes 
with a man who appears to be an official, who comes aboard.  “captian, thank you so much for 
bringing this cargo.”   

You explain what happened, and that there is only 2/3’s of the cargo, 
“Oh my, we were so looking forward to all of that rice. It was very needed.  Well, thank 

you for the total you brought.  We shall of course pay the 400gp, and offer what hospitality I can. 
We don’t have much.”  He bows and arranges for the rice to be offloaded the next day.  Marlin 
disembarks that night.  The next day, a group of maybe a dozen men and boys arrive and begin 
offloading the cargo.  The same official arrives with four hundred gold in a bag to pay you with.  

Grisham reports that the snake attack did more damage than he realized.  There are some 
sprung planks down below, but nothing serious.  It’ll take another day to repair it.  So you spend 
a second full day there.  You look for cargoes?  Scrap building supplies, including salvaged 
timbers and stone.  This isn’t bound for a certain destination, but they’ll sell it to you as cargo 
for: 200gp. 

There is currently no Lord in charge of this town.  Apparently, Lord Edwin is sending 
money here to rebuild it, so the people are saying, but there isn’t any proof of it yet. 
 
Thumper:  Well!  I’m very relieved!  That huge sea snake had me worried.  Yes, we definitely 
make repairs before we leave.  I’m changing my spell load.  I’ll drop “mirror image” and a sleep 
and add two more magic missile spells, giving me four (and still have two sleeps and a shield).  I 
need to pay a bonus, as soon as money is available. 

Do I really think this stone and used timber can be sold for more than 200gp?  Tolbi is 
often a destination for stone.  I don’t know whether they’d be interested in the timber, but it is 
“dried” and “cut” so presumably a bit more valuable than just logs.  If I think I can get anything 
over 200gp, I’ll pay for it out of the 400gp I just received.  These folks look like they need all the 
help they can get.  I’ll invite the local official to dine with Grisham and me (he can bring his wife 
or a guest) and will ask the cook to do something special.  I’ll pay if anything extra is needed.  (It 
had better not cost more than about 14gp though!)  Is Lord Edwin in Madra?  Maybe he sent the 
rice? 

Guess we’ll leave when we get the stone and timber aboard, and head for Tolbi.  Keeping 
in the shallows or at least fairly close to shore to the extent that it seems to be safe. 

I'll talk to Grisham.  “Tell the crew not to claim that we killed that snake thing.  We want 
tales of whale attacks, giant turtles, and sea serpents top spread all over Lumeria.  You saw how 
many prospective ship owners were in Madra?  Well, this might discourage them.  Here we’ve 
been attacked twice on this one voyage.  We’re taking a loss.  If all those other blokes join the 
trade, the rates will drop and we’ll have a very difficult time making a profit.  Also, keep your 
ears open.  See if you hear about other ships being attacked.  I haven’t.  I'm wondering, is it 
something about us?  Is there some evil wizard that's out to get us and controlling sea monsters 
to do it?  I really don’t believe so, but these two attacks do have me worried.  Other people ought 
to be getting attacked too.” 
 
We Continue Sailing with Cargoes: 
 
DM:  OK, so now you’re prepared.  Int. roll for Thumper on the price of this cargo. 

The official, who calls himself the mayor thanks you.  He would be happy to dine with 
you on board.  He beings his Chief of staff, a small man who looks too small for the outfit he’s 



wearing.  During dinner, the Mayor tells you that the town is like this because during the war. 
Mikisalla was attacked three times, once by Briggs after he left his alliance with Presar, then it 
was retaken by the Ocienian military, and finally, recently conquered by the Lumerian Army. 
After that, it was put under the rule of Lord Edwin, and almost promptly forgotten.  They are 
trying to rebuild their fishing fleet.  There are currently two small fishing ships in port.  
Hopefully when the spring comes, they can re-plant.  He seems very hopeful.  The next day, the 
day after the repairs are completed, the building supplies are loaded, no passengers, and you 
leave that night?  The wind is from the NW, so you head for Tolbi beating upwind.  You pass a 
small coastal fishing boat, course SE, heading in.  You reach Tolbi two days later, with no 
probelms. 
 
Thumper:  I roll d20=2  Under by a bit.  (Feel free to make I rolls for me if it’s not absolutely 
critical.  Shoot; even then.)  We go to Tolbi, one way or the other. 

Re. talk with mayor, I thought it was spring already?  Yeah, I heard that Mikisalla had a 
tough time of it.  One reason for taking the rice shipment.  There had been “relief supplies” 
earlier; guess somebody else took that.  Any exports (other than the stone / timber) expected in 
the future? 

Glad to get to Tolbi with no encounters with sea monsters.  I’m thinking of dropping yet 
another sleep for MM.  I’ll ask around about pirates; they still out there?  The “sleep” is my main 
defense against pirates.  But, maybe the monsters are driving them away too.  Not sure 4xMM is 
enough for something like that snake.  (How big: length x diameter) do I think it was?  I roll: 19 
crap.  Guess I was too excited. 

I’ll look for cargoes in Tolbi, and try to sell the stone and timber.  Also, will spend some 
time in town and tell of sea monsters, making them as scary sounding as I can.  (Ch roll: d20=5 
under)  Will grant 2gp bonus per crew member (out of ship’s fund) and give liberty.  Grisham is 
probably giving them some more pay by now too. 
 
DM: “Yes, another ship did bring the relief supplies, I think she was called the Clorinda. Yes, 
that was it.  She delivered the supplies.  Maybe by the end of the summer we might be able to 
export some of our crops, and perhaps soon fish as well.  Thank you for the delivery and the 
lovely dinner.” 

In Tolbi: You here that the most recent Militia bulletin says the Briggs has fled, no one 
knows to where, and hasn't been seen since.  They declare that the seas are free of pirates.  
During your stay in town, you see a man begging on the streets.  He’s rather small, and most 
people just ignore him.  The official Militia bulletin on sea Monsters is that they are few and far 
between, and are no real threat to shipping.  If there is any sighting of sea monsters, you should 
report them to the Militia.  In Port are the Militia ships Sutherland, a sloop and Defiant, a square 
rigged ship (int roll: 20) well looks like you don't recognize her.  There is also another Merchant 
ship in town, the Rebuck. 

You try and sell the timber and stone: he’ll pay you 200gp for the stone, that’s always 
wanted here, but with a new flow of wood from the Lunpal woods, and all the nearby woods, he 
can’t say any more that 50gp for this wood.  So total, he’ll pay you 250gp. 

So, you look for cargoes: 
Wood: to Daila and Kalay, 300gp;  Food stuffs to Mikisalla: 300gp;  Furniture: To Daila, Garoh, 
Kalay, 500gp. 

Private Contracts: Militia Contract: Supplies to Island Base: 400gp 



Passengers: Captain Dacron of the Naval Militia: to Kalay, can afford cabin. 
You spend two days in Tolbi?  While you are in town, the Arena, a local tourist 

attraction, where anyone big enough to carry a blade can fight to the death for gold and glory, 
has two minor fights while you are in town.  Entrance is 3gp, or 5gp for both fights. 
 
Thumper:  I’ll report to militia headquarters and tell them that in this one trip we were attacked 
by a whale that stove in the port bow and nearly sank the ship, then later by a giant sea serpent 
that encircled the ship and was about to crush it, but got discouraged by the crossbow bolts and 
other weapons brought against it, and released us with only minor damage to the hull.  There was 
also a giant turtle that did not attack.  “Seems that the seas are suddenly more dangerous.” 
 I’m happy to sell the stone and timber for 250gp.  I’ll take the contract for food to 
Mikisalla; they seem to be in great need.  At least one of those other contracts should still be here 
when we get back, since it’s only a short trip.  We’ll try to make it quick, but without going out 
into the deeper water.  I’ll tell Captain Dacron that I’m sorry that I won’t be able to take him 
right away.  I’ll gladly take him next time I’m here, which should be in a couple of days, if he 
has not found passage meanwhile.  (My plan is to take the furniture if still waiting, or Militia 
contract with stop at Kalay if it’s not.  I don’t expect to find a cargo at Mikisalla, so we should be 
back quickly.) 
 While here I’ll pay my respects to the Captain of the Rebuck.  If he’s courteous and 
agreeable, I’ll mention the whale and sea serpent and warn him that the sea monsters seem to be 
getting restless.  I’ll pay calls on the captains of the Sutherland and that square rigger (name 
visible?) while I’m at it.  Just brief visits.  I guess I’ll take in one “show” at the Arena.  Doubt I’ll 
enjoy it though.  Want to see what kind of people are foolish or desperate enough to sign on as 
combatants.  (What do they earn if successful?  If unsuccessful?  What happens if victor doesn’t 
kill the other guy?  I’m curious.  I’ll ask around while I’m there.) 
 I have a hard time believing the pirate threat has gone away.  But, I’ll replace “shield” 
with another Magic Missile; hopefully I wouldn’t need “shield” against a monster and it 
probably wouldn’t do that much good anyway.  Between “sleep” and “shield” versus pirates, I’m 
probably better off with “sleep”.  I’ll talk with Grisham about tactics against pirates.  He’ll have 
the helm, and I’ll try to deliver a surprise sleep attack at close range as we grapple or are 
grappled.  But our first defense is to run. 
 
DM:  When you report to Militia Headquarters: Commodore Nylon’s aide bring you into his 
office. “Ah, Commander! Glad to see you again. It’s been a while since our adventures on the 
Dragon hasn't it?  Any successes recently?”  When you tell him of the sea monsters, his face 
becomes more restricted.  “Now Commander.  You are now under orders not to repeat anything 
about these monsters.  It is the official position of the Militia that Sea monsters will not impose 
on our shipping lanes, and you as an officer, even as a reserve officer, are to support that 
position.  They are a problem, but they are going to be dealt with.  Do I make myself clear?” 

You sell the cargo, and the next day take on the food for Mikisalla.  While in town you 
pay your respects to Captain Puggles.  His doesn’t seem in the mood for talking much, he seems 
to be getting ready to take a cargo to Daila.  Of furniture.  You go aboard the Sutherland, which 
is the same design as the Pegasus, and her captain, Lieutenant Morgan, greets you warmly.  He 
invites you to his cabin, which is rather small, and offer lunch if you are interested.  He tells you 
that his next assignment will most likely be pirate hunting, or possibly exploration of to try and 
chart the boundaries of the known world.  The Defiant will be re-aming here in Tolbi as the lead 



ship for the Southern Sea.  “You were on the mission that captured her weren’t you?  (Int roll: 1, 
yes you were, now it clicks.  Defiant is the Flame.)  I’ve heard of that mission, you and the 
Commodore valiantly led the charge to board her against three to one odds, and captured her just 
as her captain attempted to scuttle her, rather than have her taken.  It was truly valiant.  I also 
heard that you had command of the Manilla during the insurrection?  I was first aboard the 
Dragon Wing at the time, and...” he continues on about the insurrection, so you spend a good 
while swapping stories, anything you want to say to him? 

You go aboard the Defiant afterward, and Captian Dacron greets you.  Unfortunately he 
is getting his ship ready to go sea, publicly to give the remaining pirates a good licking, but in 
reality to go sea monster hunting between here and Garoh.  So he doesn’t have much time. 

You go to the first fight at the arena, two combatants, a big man with a long sword and 
banded mail vs. a female magic user.  The Magic user casts three magic missiles, and then a 
stinking cloud, and the man goes down.  Apparently, you overhear, sleep spells are forbidden, 
along with a few higher level spells, but anything else is fair game.  When the magic user wins, 
the fighter, still alive, is rushed out, and the magic user is advanced in the listings, and paid a bit 
of money, it doesn't say how much.  You overhear a lot of other things.  They say the fights are 
to the death, but rarely, they are only until one person goes down.  Deaths are not common.  The 
higher they advance in rank, the more they win in a fight.  If they lose, they are reduced in rank, 
and pay for their healings.  Most of the people who sign on are down on their luck fighters, or 
men with little wisdom. 

There are other merchant captains in town, some are interested in buying Vigilance, or 
hiring you, but you said you are not entertaining offers at the moment, so I assume you turn them 
down. 
 
Thumper:  I tell Commodore Nylon that I will certainly comply with his request to remain mum 
about the monsters.  But my crew has no doubt had tales to tell, and I can’t stop that.  I do hope 
the Militia is successful dealing with these monsters.  I can’t help being curious about them, and 
where they may be coming from, and why.  Especially since they have singled out my ship for 
special attention. 

I’ll enjoy the exchange with Lieutenant Morgan and the lunch.  I’ll be modest about my 
role, and credit the others.  Ultimately we “lost” and failed in our mission.  Thank goodness the 
Kingdom survived, thanks to the good services of those in Madra and surrounding areas.  I wish 
him well in his mission.  I’ll be courteous to Captain Dacron and excuse myself with best wishes 
to him in his “pirate hunting.” 

Well, the Arena business seems not quite as brutal as I was expecting.  Guess it’s training 
for future NPC’s.  Anyone I recognize? 

I’m still not interested in selling Vigilance.  Surprised people even here are asking.  
(Same people?) 

Guess we ship out for Mikisalla soon. 
 
 
Thumper:  Grisham and I need to talk tactics.  I think if we get another snake or monster about 
this size, we have to try to kill it rather than do the Narnia trick.  That means everybody grab a 
weapon and start hacking at it, or shooting if you have a missile weapon.  Since these can strike 
suddenly, everybody needs to either wear a weapon or have one very handy at all times.  Don’t 
do so at risk of safety (such as when handling sails in the rigging) though.   



If we get a humongous sea serpent (purple worm size or bigger) then we have to try the 
Narnia trick of pushing the ship through the coils before they tighten.  That means the Mizzen 
needs to come down if it gets us where this one did.  If it’s forward of the mainmast, then we 
have to take down the foremast and catch wind with the others to back out.  If it’s too tight for 
that to be possible, then we have to hack it to death (or discourage it enough to let go) by hacking 
and shooting like for a smaller one. 

Not sure what will work with whales.  I don’t know whether wounding them will enrage 
them or cause them to flee.  I don’t think we want to enrage them.  A small whale might be 
possible to kill, but surely it can cause a lot of damage before we could do so.  Do you have any 
advice or suggestions on what to do about another whale attack?  Heard anything that has 
promise? 
 
DM: (Grisham) “Cap’n, If you’re suggesting that we lose our own masts to let these things slide 
over us, I think it's a mistake.  Not only the the poop of this ship so high already, but also that 
would mean cutting our speed, allowing any of that monsters buddies to get an easier swipe at 
us.  I agree about everyone having weapons, I have enough for the crew.  One thing, Cap’n, if we 
really want to start surviving monster encounters, I suggest we get a ballista, possibly two.” 

(Concerning earlier stuff in Tolbi): You don't recognize anyone at the arena, or the 
combatants. 

The people offering are the same type as those in Madra, captains or investors looking for 
a ship.  From what you hear, they are making offers to any and every captain that comes in. 
Apparently, they tried to buy the Rebuck.  Ships are scarce right now. 

On to Mikisalla, a two day trip, weather permitting of course:  The wind is from the 
south, so more than a two day trip it seems.  It’s also very light.  It is about a hundred and twenty 
mile trip to Mikisalla, and upwind, it could take as much as 6 days. You can hire a pilot boat to 
two you out of the harbor, a captured Ocienian Galley actually, for 30gp if you want, or work 
your way out of the bay.  Either way, you are on your way, beating south.   

You are a day out of Tolbi, when a lookout in the crow’s nest hollers down “lots of things 
in the water, dead ahead, looks like...people.”  You run forward with a telescope, and indeed, you 
do see men and women in the water.  They are swimming North, more or less at you.  What do 
you do? 
 
Thumper:  Yes, for 30gp it’s worth the price to get a tow out of the harbor and away from the lee 
shore.  I gladly pay it, and tell the galley captain I appreciate it, and hope to do business with him 
again.  (Name of the vessel?) 

We stop for the swimmers, hove to with them in our lee if convenient and fast, and lower 
a boat to assist in rescuing them.  Also ropes over the sides for them to hold on to, and maybe be 
lifted on board if strong enough.  It shouldn’t be difficult since the wind is light.  I’ll ask if there 
are other swimmers elsewhere that they know of.  If so, we’ll try to reach and rescue them too.  
We want to be sure they are safe aboard before I start asking questions, although one or more 
may offer information first.  Naturally we will count them and help as we may, and put them in 
unused cabins although in greater density than normal.  We will give rescue first priority.  Once I 
have talked to them, I’ll figure out whether we should run back to Tolbi or continue to Mikisalla.  
I’m expecting to run back to Tolbi.  That gets them ashore quickly, and does not expose them to 
a repeat of whatever experience left them swimming.  (I can guess: sea serpent or whale.) 
 



DM: The Galley has no name. It is just there. 
OK, as you approach the swimmers, Int roll: 17, you made it barely.  You don’t see any 

legs on these swimmers.  In fact, they appear to have tails.  As you approach, I assume you have 
men man the sides, ready to pull the swimmers in, they yell, “Dem's mermaids,”  Then another 
shouts: “No you idjut, dem’s Mermans!”  And a third, Grisham, “Quiet!  Orders Captain?”  They 
keep swimming towards you. 
 
Thumper:  I run!  That is, we fall off on whatever tack we are on and try to open the distance.  
“Belay lowering the boat!”  “Raise all the sails we can!  Get the staysails up!  We need to catch 
every zephyr!”  Extraordinary that they would be swimming on the surface.  I suppose trying to 
lure us closer by appearing to be shipwrecked survivors.  I will observe how they react to us 
running.  I assume everyone on the crew is busy.  “Grisham, take the helm!  Give us all the speed 
you can.  We have to assume this may turn into a combat situation.  If they overtake us, they may 
try to board.  But keep your people on the sails until we have to fight.”  “Temek!  Keep your 
crossbow at the ready!”  I have two “sleep” spells ready, and I’ll use them if I have to.  I look to 
see what weapons they may happen to be carrying.  How many are there? 
 
DM: OK, you are on the port tack, and you fall off.  The mer people, you’d guess maybe thirty or 
so, submerge when you do that.  You don’t see anything more of them.  You return to your 
beating upwind, you tack, you spot a whale a good long ways out, but it doesn’t bother you.  You 
make it through the night, and into the third day.  You make it through the third day without 
problem.  Halfway through the fourth day, you are on the starboard tack, probably two days 
away, when your lookouts report a sail on the horizon.  It is a sloop rigged vessel, running before 
the wind.  It approaches, and goes past without giving any sign of noticing you.  You can’t make 
out a name on it.  That night, you feel the ship shudder.  You jump out of your cot immediately, 
and run on deck.  Grisham is on watch, and is rushing forward, cutlass drawn, while all of the 
crew not on watch is pouring out of the forward berth.  What is going on quickly becomes 
apparent.  There are six tentacles slowly creeping their way across the deck, three from the port 
side, three from starboard.  Temek is not yet on deck. 
 
Thumper:  Well, that was a relief.  I thought we were about to be attacked.  I try to think about 
what I saw of the mer-people.  Weapons?  Did they try to communicate at all (nothing 
mentioned)?  Did they seem either hostile or friendly?  (I roll: d20=8) 

Good gosh, these light airs seem to last forever.  Thought we’d have seen some wind by 
now. 

Wonder who that sloop was.  No name... Did I see any people on it?  (If at night, lights?)  
In other words, did it seem like a ghost ship?  With the course it was on, did it seem to be sailing 
towards Tolbi, or farther to East or West?  Might it have been likely outbound from Mikisalla? 

".... There are six tentacles slowly creeping their way across the deck, three from the port 
side, three from starboard...." 

I yell, “Cut the tentacles!  Hit the ones on the lee side first!  Just try to stay out of the way 
of the others!”  Hopefully everybody coming up has weapons; we were trying to stay ready for 
anything. 
 I’m going to stay out of the way and observe for the time being, but ready to zap a 
tentacle with magic missiles if it grabs somebody.  Logically, I figure there are two more 
tentacles somewhere.  Uh, these do look like giant octopus tentacles, right?  Squids have two that 



are particularly long, and that doesn't seem to be the case here.  Hopefully, with most of the crew 
hacking at tentacles, the thing will give up on us as a bad job.  If not, my weapon of choice is 
going to be magic missiles, but I’d prefer to use them against the body of the creature if it heaves 
itself up.  But, priority is to keep crewmen alive and safe.  If one MM attack (2 missiles) doesn’t 
do it on a particular tentacle, I'll use another.  The creature is blind with respect to what’s on 
deck, so I’m hopeful we'll be successful.  Once we get it to release one side, we’ll do the other if 
it doesn’t flee first.  When Temek comes up, I want him to try to shoot tentacles with his bolts in 
such a way that he pins them to the deck, if possible and convenient.  That will maybe make 
things safer for crewmen trying to cut them.  Once we know how the tentacle fight is going, 
somebody needs to check the hold for damage.  The stupid thing may try to bite the ship itself. 

MM attacks: #1 2d4=6->8hp; #2 2d4=7 ->9hp; #32d4=4 -> 6hp; #4 2d4=4 -> 6hp; #5 
2d4=2 -> 4hp.  (Not bad at all, except the last one.) 
 
DM:  About the merpeople, you didn’t see any weapons, and they made no apparent attempts at 
communication. 

There we people on the sloop, but you couldn’t make out what the name was.  It appeared 
to be sailing for Tolbi. 

One of the tentacles has grabbed a crewman, and you shoot off a magic missle #1.  And 
hit for 8hp.  That tentacle withdraws over the side.  Temek was not on deck, and runs out, but 
does not have one of his crossbows ready.  He decides to use his long sword, rather than attempt 
to ready his crossbows. 

Currently there are four men on deck, one of which was just released from the grip of a 
tentacle, and does not have his weapon.  So, on deck fighting is Grisham, three men with 
cutlasses, and Temek with his sword.  You’ve used on your mm’s.  Your men get some hits, and 
most of the tentacles have got slashes.  They manage to grab two crewmen, and Temek, and you 
shoot off your final magic missiles.  At this point, the tentacles retreat back over the deck, and 
into the water.  There is a section of separated tentacle still left on the deck.  Everyone who was 
grabbed, Budd, Brood, Gargoyle, and Temek, are all injured.  The wind picks up, and shifts from 
the South to the West, and you make it to Mikisalla late afternoon the next day. 

The Mayor greets you.  “Ahh, Captain, you have returned to us so soon.  We are happy to 
welcome you back to our small village.  As you can see, we have recently planted two fields with 
crops, and hope to being rebuilding this town.”  You offload the cargo the next day, and Grisham 
brings you down to the cargo hold to take a look at where, when during the fight, the octopus 
tried to squeeze the ship, it broke a few of the seams, causing water to get in.  With the 
lightening of the ship, it’s not as severe, but it’s something that must be taken care of before 
either taking another cargo, or attempting a deep water voyage.  Grisham will have the crew 
repair it, but it will take most of the next day.  So, what do you do. I assume you look for cargos, 
and find nothing. 
 
Thumper:  I didn’t expect an outbound cargo.  Figured we’d be heading to Tolbi.  I tell the 
mayor I’m happy to have been of service.  Perhaps we’ll be back before long.  Perhaps he has a 
cleric or physician who can take a look at these men who were injured? 

Can we repair the damage here?  That would give the injured men a bit more chance to 
recover before our next monster encounter.  At the least, can we make repairs sufficient to get to 
Tolbi?  We’ll take the shallow shoreline route if the wind is favorable to doing so.  Wouldn’t be 
much longer anyway.  Well, with a west wind I don't want to be too awful close to that lee shore. 



Thumper: We have earned 300gp payment for the delivery of these food supplies to Mikisalla.  
I'm going to guess 2 days in Mikisalla, and maybe 2 days or even one back to Tolbi (we’d leave 
early in the day).  I’m going to try and be up on deck all during the night, especially when we are 
in deeper water.  (Yeah, I'll be tired the next day.) 

Intent in Tolbi is to look for a cargo, with preference being the supplies to go to “The 
Island” if still available.  I’m going to look around for some more help in the form of another 
crossbowman or anyone else who might be handy in a fight with sea monsters.  I guess I’ll listen 
for other reports of monsters or, even more ominous, “non-arrivals” of other ships.  Grisham had 
suggested trying to fit the ship with a ballista or two, so maybe I’ll look into that, too.  I don’t 
think it would have done any good against any of the monsters we’ve met so far, though. 

in case needed: d6=1  d20=12 (Hopefully not needed!) 
 
DM:  There is no cargo in town. The rubble around the town has been cleared more than last 
time you were here, and there are three large “Community gardens” around the town where crops 
have been planted.  Essentially, the town is about eight structures, most having damage, and lots 
of burned out buildings in varying states of destruction.  There is a larger stone “Town hall” 
that’s been blackened and has a few boarded up windows, but is still standing.  The Mayor 
thanks you once again for your bravery in faces the perils of the deep to bring these supplies, and 
offers to let you use any suitable wood from the rubble for free as needed.  

Also, Grisham has some recommendations for a third watch keeping officer for the ship, 
with your approval.  He is Werning.  He is proficient with Navigation and Seamanship, and has 
shown himself in battle.  

Yes, it’ll take a day, but the damage can be repaired here, especially with shoring taken 
from the rubble.  Grisham tells you he’s completely repaired the damage.  

The day after you do the repairs, you leave Mikisalla?  The wind has shifted to the south, 
making the exit harder. You could use the lifeboat/ship’s boat to tug yourself out, or attempt to 
hire a rowboat.  Are there any rowboats in town, 2, no.  So, you tow yourself out.  You make it 
out and come onto a reach.  Almost immediately you come onto a run, due northward. You sail 
north for about 25 miles, and at some point, it becomes Werning’s watch, Grisham wants you to 
see something down in the hold while it's empty.  

“Cap’n, this ‘ere patch should hold us for a good while.  I just hope we don’t run into any 
o’ them sea monsters.” 

A sailor runs up from behind, it's Budd. “Sirs, Mr. Werning wanted me to tell you that, 
we got a Militia ship coming up fast, and she’s ordering us to heave to and prepare to be 
boarded.” 

You come on deck to see a Militia Sloop coming from the West on a reach, Werning tells 
you, “We should’a seen ‘em sooner, but that lookout must've been skylarking about.  With your 
permission I’ll be putting him on report.”  I assume you heave to?  Int. roll (you gave me it 
earlier) 12, under.  You recognize it as one of the five almost identical sloops the militia uses. 
Two balistae, but you don't recognize this particular one.  

Of course, you can choose to attempt to run, however, I’m going to assume that you 
heave to and let the boat board you.  A Lieutenent Penguin, along with six seamen, all six armed 
with cutlasses, and two also with crossbows.  Lieutenant Penguin approaches you. 

“According to Militia Order 12, I, as Captain of One of his Majesties vessels, have the 
right to board and inspect any Lumerian vessel I come across.  I therefore request that you let my 
men inspect the vessel.”  (You can respond to him.)  The search goes quickly.  Nothing is found, 



and the Simarillion sails off SW.  About 40 miles SE of Tobli, you pass the Calibiri, a merchant 
ship, a small brig, which is tacking its way south, and passes without encounter. 

You get to Tolbi.  You tie up at the pier.  It’s taken you a day and a half to get to Tolbi, 
making it early afternoon.  

I'm going to need a Charisma roll for Thumper. 
 
Thumper:  Yes, Thumper doesn’t figure he has anything to hide, though with an empty hold 
downwind I should be pretty fast.  So, things unfold pretty much as you outline.  I didn’t expect a 
cargo at Mikisalla, but hope to find something at Tolbi headed North.  I’m civil to Lt. Penguin, 
but not trying to be chummy or anything.  Formal and correct, businesslike and to the point.  
Who was it that missed sighting that sloop?  Better not be Hoppe.  I presumably find Mr. 
Werning doing OK, and will give him help and correction as necessary.  He will be due a raise in 
pay after a probationary period.  I’ll ask advice from Grisham. 

I’m not adverse to spending a few days in Daila, if no good cargo is waiting and if 
Grisham wants to have her hauled out to inspect and clean the bottom.  Should be OK; we were 
just out at Daila.  Charisma roll: d20=16.  Failed it (by 6). 
 
Tolbi visit: 
 
DM: OK, well you get to Tolbi as outlined then. 

Crew member Billy was the one who was lookout and missed sighting the Sloop. 
As it was a relatively easy trip, and if I recall you attempted to stay on deck for most of 

the trip (You are exhausted).  He did not bungle the trip.  Grisham finds no problem with 
Werning, or else he would not have recommended him. 

So, you tie up in Tolbi, and begin searching for cargoes. Before you begin searching 
however, Grisham knocks on your door. “Cap’n, we may have a problem on deck.  You’d better 
come out here.” 

You come out on deck to see that Budd, Billy, and Betch have their dunnage over their 
shoulders.  They don’t notice you at first, they seem to be talking to the rest of the crew, who has 
assembled on deck in a circle around them.  Werning is there, and when he sees you, he makes 
straight for you.  

“Sir, those three down there are talking about leavin’, well, more than talkin’ from the 
looks of it.  Says the month’s up that they been paid for, and that from the looks of this, this ship, 
well they used other words for it beggin’s your pardon, and they tryin’ to get the other men to 
join ‘em.  Says that Budd’s cousin knows about a ship in Madra that needs able men, and is 
paying more than this bucket.” 

You see that a few are nodding their heads, but none of them have their stuff with them.  
You also notice that Grisham has his hand on his cutlass.  He looks back at you, “Cap’n.  I was 
on a boat as an ensign when a ringleader tried lead a mutiny against the captain, this might get 
ugly.” 
 
Thumper:  First, to the DM:  I allocate the wages and maintenance money for the crew and for 
expenses for each month and give it to Grisham to disburse.  I assume he has been doing that.  
He would have made sure the men got their pay.  I have been in the habit of paying bonuses on 
occasion.  I was tired and had not had time to give it thought, but I had not decided not to.  
Normally the bonuses would be paid on arrival at a port or at the end of the month.  Funds are 



tight due to the repairs needed earlier.  I will catch up on (administration).   I don’t think 
Thumper misses doing his monthly allocation, OK?  I’d be sure people got paid.  

While standing there, in the presence of all and sundry (including Grisham, Werling, and 
the three crewmen) I say: “Grisham, you can relax.  This isn't a mutiny.  It’s just a matter of 
these three good seamen deciding to make their living on some other ship, which they believe is 
more likely to survive a monster attack than ours.  A mutiny is where crewman unlawfully take 
over a ship.  These men have been helpful and courteous enough to serve ably until we reached 
port here, and they are free to leave.  Be sure they are fully paid.” 

Turning to the three departing, I say, “I thank you for your service.  I will pay you a 
parting bonus of a gold piece.”  I turn to Grisham, “I will give you that later; for now take it out 
of the operations and maintenance fund.”    Turning back to Budd, Billy, and Betch, I continue, 
“It may be that in these dangerous times, the pay that crew should receive for their service should 
be larger, and I will look into that issue and if warranted, I will increase the wages of those who 
remain and those who I hire to take your places.  I wish you well with your new employment.  
Good day.” 

I will motion Grisham to see that they receive all help needed to depart the ship quickly. 
Just after they are gone, I say, “Grisham, certainly these are not ordinary times.  What is 

it, three monster attacks, and a couple of times when we managed to escape safely without being 
attacked?  I think our ship and crew rate better than a ‘bucket.’  Sooner or later, ships are going 
to go missing, and I think that we have better odds of survival than most.  Much better odds.  
But, it means the crew needs to be not only good sailors, but ready to fight.  Those good men we 
have certainly have done that, especially in the battle with that sea serpent and the octopus.  So, 
we will pay a bonus of 5 gold each, and I will provide that.  Now, check in town and see what 
the going rates are for pay.  We need to find three new crewmen.  We will pay what we need to, 
and that goes for our current crew.  I think we will ultimately find that cargo fees will have to 
increase, or cargoes will go untaken either due to lost ships or those unwilling to take the risks.  
So, I’m going to see what's available.  Might look for another fighter, too.” 

To Mr. Werning:  “You have done well.  I will do right by you.  Please give me a few 
days.  Before we leave here I will offer an appointment, but I’ll have to get back to you then on 
terms.” 

In case I need some Ch rolls: 9 (yes), 18 (bad!), 1 (super good), 2 (pretty darned good). 
 
DM: Yes, you did allocate those funds, but usually Grisham waits for the ship to reach a port 
before distributing the wages, that way in case there is someone lost overboard, you don’t lose 
that man’s pay.  He had waited until you made port in Tolbi that day to distribute. 

Grisham relaxes, but still stands ready. “Aye aye, sir.  They’ve been paid for the month 
they served, but when you first gave the men their pay, I assume you don’t want me to forward 
them next month’s pay if they’re leaving?” 

The three men leave quickly, and after a few minutes, Brood also decides to seek his 
fortunes elsewhere. Y ou pay him the parting bonus as well? 

“Aye, Cap’n, I’ve been in these waters many times before.  Me dad ran a fishing ship out 
of Dale when I was a kid, and we never had a problem with any o’ these serpent and octupus 
things.  We may be better than a bucket, but word is that these large ships is goin’ outta style. 
Fast little sloops is the new favorite.  People seem to think they’ll outrun monsters.  Truth is, 
they’ll probably just get crushed faster.  Cap’n, I don’t think the ol’ girl is a bucket, but she 
definitely ain’t new.  According to them logs you got, she’s at least twenty years, if not more.  I 



don’t know what’s goin’ on out there in the ocean, but whatever’s going on is gonna change the 
nature of the shipping business.” 

Ok, so you go into Tolbi.  There is an Arena game going on today.  Are you giving the 
men shore leave?  Apparently, this game is a championship of some sort.  Most of the town is 
there.  Taverns are rather empty, though the bartenders are getting ready for a post-fight influx of 
people.  The price for a seat at the fight is 10gp for a private box seat, food and drink extra, or 
1gp for standing room only.  That’s pretty much the only thing the town is talking about. 
 
Thumper:  To Grisham who was saying “...I assume you don't want me to forward them next 
month’s pay if they’re leaving?” 

“Exactly right, Grisham.  You know what you’re doing.  Thanks for handling all that 
well.” 

Brood will get his 1gp bonus like the other three.  So, that’s four we need to recruit.  
“Does anyone know the name of the ship they’re planning on joining, or who the captain of it 
is?” 

In talking this over with Grisham, “Well, those sloops may be a bit handier, but they 
won’t be faster.  Not without going pretty small on cargo space.  Size helps hull speed.  We did 
pretty well in that race with Flame, and she was supposed to be fast.  We can carry more than 
those sloops, too.  And it takes almost as many men for one of them as it does for us.  So, we’ll 
see.  You’re right about those monsters changing things.  Hard to puzzle out why there seems to 
be a rush of people trying to put ships into the business with those things waiting for us out there.  
Sure wish we still had Clethara with us, for more reasons than one!” 

Yeah, I'll take in the fight at the arena.  Is a “private box” only one seat?  I’m a sea 
captain.  I don’t pay for just standing room.  I’ll go with the box and the goodies.  If there’s room 
for more than one, I’ll suggest Temek go with me.  He might find it entertaining even though his 
weapon is the crossbow and these are probably melee monsters.  Maybe he knows more about all 
this.  He’s from Tolbi, isn't he?  I’ll pay any extra for him.  I’ll listen to the chatter.  If Grisham 
wants to come, I’ll pay for him too.  For any of my crew or my cabin boy I’ll pay for their 
standing room if they want.  (Somebody ought to stay with the ship though.) 

Guess cargoes and crewmen will have to wait. 
 
DM: “Well. Cap’n, I don’t rightly understand it either, but that’s why I’m no ship dealer, I’m a 
master.” 

Werning will stay behind at the ship, along with Dumbro.  Temek will decline the offer, 
he says one of his old guard buddies didn’t have duty right now and they were meeting.  Grisham 
will join you however.  The 10gp is the total for the box, it fits up to 5 people.  Add on another 
five gold for the food and drink for both of you.  The rest of the crew will gladly take you up on 
it, as well as Shrunken. 

Chatter: “This fight’s gonna be good, this champion is apparently a ranger of some sort, 
and he’s fighting some huge fighter type.” 

There are three captains in the booth next to you, and you hear some chatter about sea 
monsters.  One of them appears to be Militia or Navy, but the roaring of the crowd is to loud to 
catch what more than snatches.  It appears that a noble of some sort is in the box on the left side 
of you.  His box is slightly larger and more decorated.  He has a party of at least 12. You can’t 
catch anything of what they are saying. 



The fight begins. A man in leather enters from one gate, and a large man in chainmail 
from the other.  An announcer calls, “The two combatants have arrived!  First, of Lord Harlet’s 
Rangers, we have Gladiator Galmbinder!”  There is cheering.  “And his opponent, the reigning 
Champion, Bittneld!”  Much louder cheering for Bittneld.  “All betting is now closed! Let the 
match begin!” 

Bittneld pulls out his two-handed sword, while Galmbinder pulls a bow. Bittneld charges, 
allowing and two shots get off.  Both miss.  Just as Bittneld swings, Galmbinder attempts to 
dodge, he trips.  He manages to get back up, but not before Bittneld gets off another swing.  
Galmbinder attempts to get away and shoots, and hits.  There is a lot of noise now.  Galmbinder 
keeps shooting, and trying to dodge, but gets hit again by Bittneld.  Galmbinder drops his bow 
and pulls a sword.  They trade blows for a few minutes, and with an all mighty swing, followed 
by a deafening roar from the crowd, Bittneld smites down Galmbinder.  Medics run out to the 
field, and the announcer calls the match.  You leave following the surging of the crowd, No one 
seems surprised by the outcome. 
 
Thumper: First, the financials:  I paid out only 1gp to Brood instead of 5gp since he left.  …..  
Not much of a reserve with the ship’s fund broke. 

Well, that was interesting.  That guy of Harlet’s may be good in the woods, but there 
wasn’t anyplace to hide today.  Do I recall him?  (d20=9)  I can’t recall hearing the name 
Galmbinder.  (Was Lord Harlet there?)  Don’t think I ever saw the big guy, Bittneld, before.  
Seems to me when I was here before, it was a rather uneven match between a wizard and a 
fighter, who went down without ever touching the wizard.  I’m not surprised at the result, but 
you never know what secret some opponent has.  Just how long have these contests been going 
on?  How long has Bittneld been champion?  Do they start a new “season” now?  Well, I won’t 
be a regular, but interesting to see how it goes. 

When it’s opportune, I'll look for cargoes.  Grisham is going to be looking for, now 4, 
replacements for the crew, and gauging what the going rates are for crewmen.  I’ll talk to him 
later about how we should adjust the wage scale, and what the terms should be for Werning.  
“Also, keep an ear out:  Any ships gone missing?  Hear of any other monster attacks?”  I’ll also 
circulate through the bars in town, talking to people and buying drinks.  I’m keeping an eye out 
for someone who would help the ship’s defensive capability, possible seaman recruits (who I 
will tell to report to Grisham).  I’ll be happy to talk to merchants about business, and find out 
what's up with trade.  All in all, I guess I’ll plan to spend 20gp unless it looks like I need to 
spend more.  (Now 313gp, 20sp, 15cp left.) 
 
DM: No, you might have heard the name, but you never saw him.  Yes, wizards are allowed to 
fight, as are Clerics, if they choose, however no spells that render your opponent helpless are 
allowed, like sleep or hold persons.  The Arena was built with the town, and this is the end of the 
second season, the Seasons usually take place during the fall and winter, while the fishing and 
shipping industries lay off, securing a steady revenue during those off months.  Bittneld was 
champion for this Season.  Next season, if he chooses, he can attempt to claim the title again. 
This was the final match of the season. 

Well, the town seems to be congregated around the local “Watering holes.”  There is the 
local sailors’ bar, the place where you'll most likely find any recruits, though they might not be 
sober at the moment, The Ripped Sail, that is very loud and raucous.  The beer is bad, but there’s 
plenty of alcohol in it, but after about four of them, no one notices the taste anymore.  There are 



many games of chance that you could partake in, some very dangerous.  There is a Navy/Militia 
office.  Admiral Lord Harbinger is in command of the South Seas, and they have nothing for you 
in the way of orders.  They are willing to commision you to take supplies to a southern station 
that Navy is trying to establish.  The job will pay 400gp, and you will be escorted by the Defiant.  

As for other cargoes, you’ll have to wait another day for the town to calm down and get 
back to normal. 
 
Thumper:  I’m willing to wait a day anyway.  I need to find four sailors and I need for my own 
crew to sober up.  I won’t commit to the “Southern Station” trip unless there are no better offers.  
(I figure there will be no return cargo, and things may be more dangerous in that direction.  I’m 
not even sure where this southern station is.  Probably an island with monsters surrounding it.) 
 
DM:  So you wait a day, The town settles down over night, the guard might have to break up a 
few spats and parties, but nothing major.  The next day you go out to look for cargoes.  
Lumber, to Alhafra, 500gp, paid in advance, to be delivered to Cordus; 
Textiles to Dale, 300gp, paid upon delivery;  Livestock to Dale,300gp, paid upon delivery; 
General Good to Daila, 300gp, paid upon delivery; Lumber to Kalay, 400gp, paid upon delivery. 

While you are wondering about Tolbi looking for cargoes, you see that there are very few 
ships in port.  There is the HMS Defiant, formerly the Flame, and one small cargo ship, the 
Cailibiri.  There are a handful of fishing ships, mostly small coastal craft, but less than is usually 
here.  When you look for sailors, you find very few available. Three are interested in joining 
your crew.  The first is Dimwit.  He looks strong and fast enough, although maybe not fast 
enough in thought.   Second is Surly.  He has rather a sour expressions on his face.  Apparently 
he got fired from his last position for smacking the sailing master.  Last is Tapley.  What he lacks 
in strength he makes up in with his personality.  

You also here about some of the things going on.  You hear an old sea dog talking to a 
group of interested people in the street.  “There’s a ship that’s gone missing.  A sloop, Militia 
apparently.  She was sent south about two weeks ago, and should’a been back by now according 
to her routine.  Now, the militia ain’t saying nothing o’course, but anyone who’s been watching 
the office up there can see that they’s nervous.”  

Apparently, there are some who seem to believe that that match was rigged yesterday.  
The Blackthorn Company, or a group using the name, is apparently trying to reform 

itself.  They’re trying to hire themselves out as convoy guards and men-at-arms, especially in 
Ocienia. 

 
A Cargo Trip to Dale: 

 
Thumper: We will take the cargo of textiles to Dale.  With decent wind, and staying close to the 
coast, there should be less threat of monster intervention than for the more distant destinations.  
I’ll be hoping to find a cargo in Dale for elsewhere.  (Do I know what / whether they export 
stuff?)  And maybe more sailors.  It’s also a short hop’ so we can do it short-handed, “port and 
starboard” if need be for the trip, with a rest while loading / unloading.  I was wanting to visit 
Dale anyway. 
 I’ll tell Grisham.  Which of those three does he want to hire?  Looks to me like Dimwit 
and Tapley would be useful.  I have my doubts about Surly.  The question is whether he learned 



anything from recent experience.  I’ll leave the matter to Grisham.  Also, does he recommend we 
increase the pay rate for the crew?  And, what's appropriate for Werning, now that he's a mate? 

Do I know the name of the sloop that's gone missing and who the captain was? 
DM: Grisham will tell you that he wants Tapley at least, Dimwit.  “Well, he can learn...at least I 
think he can.”  But he’ll pass on Surly.  The guy has trouble written all over him.  For the crew, 
“I’d increase to probably four a month.  But you can always wait until next season to start that.  I 
think now that those guys are gone, the crew problems will end.  Now Werning.  As a mate, 
maybe 15 gp, 3% of the profit, and...if we got one, a private room.  Sound fair to you?” 

You load the cargo.  Consider that you spend three days there, and you leave Tolbi.  The 
wind is from the SE, you make it out of the harbor alright, and then turn west, maybe a little 
south of west in order to miss the point, running along the shore.  You come around the point and 
head northward.  You reach the mouth of the river, and come alongside the cargo offloading pier 
at the mouth of the river. It’s a recent construction.  You unload the cargo to a man named 
Cardigan, who gives you the 300 gp.  It is then carted to Dale.  This pier is essentially that.  
There are sparse shipyard facilities.  It’s mainly used to unload the cargoes, to allow ships to go 
upriver with shallower drafts.  With the wind the way it is, you can engage a tow for 20gp, a 
galley, or you can make it upriver yourself.  Regardless, you make it to Dale. 

Sorry, forgot to mention, it took you all of a day to reach the unloading pier by late 
evening.  They can’t unload you until the morning.  There is another ship being loaded ahead of 
you, a small ship by the name of Slipstream, and they get to you by noon.  Your ship is unloaded 
by maybe late afternoon, and you can make it upriver to Dale itself by late evening, or wait until 
the next morning.  You can also go to Dale at any point during the day.  There’s a morning and 
evening “ferry,” or in other words, the Galley that acts as a pilot ship.  You can also walk.  It’s 
3gp for passage on the Galley. 
 
Thumper:  OK, we’ll hire Tapley and Dimwit and see how they work out.  I’ll have to check 
what we’re paying now, but I’ll bump it up a gp per month.  The terms for Werning sound OK, 
and he’ll use one of the currently unoccupied cabins, the one that had been designated as 
“Hesia’s” unless Grisham would rather have that one.  That means we have two empty berths 
still up forward.  Grisham can try to find someone in Dale. 

I’ll go ahead and pay for the tow, and offer Cardigan that we can carry the cargo all the 
way upriver to Dale if he’d like.  I’ll look for cargoes in Dale, and I will pay a visit to Clethara’s 
family, and give them the accumulated share (not much, I’m afraid) from the season.  (I’ll have 
to do the bookkeeping later.)  I don’t think this changes choices, especially if we just take the 
tow and unload in Dale instead. 

I thought Slipstream had been lost off Dale some time back.  Is this the same ship?  I’ll 
ask if I get a chance. 

In Tolbi, Thumper pays Grisham 26gp for additional crew expenses for the month: 
Werning 13gp additional, other 7 crewmen 1gp each, two new recruits 3gp each.  This increases 
ship’s fund debt to 137gp, and reduces Thumper’s money to 287gp, 20sp, 15cp.  I assume that if 
I paid for the tow to Dale, we all went with it.  Not waiting to unload at the port should save me a 
day.  I don’t know if I’d catch the evening galley or have to wait for the one in the morning, but 
even that’s earlier than not being able to start unloading till noon.  Cardigan should be pleased to 
have me take his stuff directly to Dale; it should save him some money.  (Maybe he’ll even pay 
for part of the galley fee.) 



Thumper will pay a visit to Clethara’s family and deliver their profits to date.  Chat a bit 
maybe depending on how receptive they are.  Then will wander around town a bit, check at 
magic shops to see what’s there (but, can’t afford to spend much) and will ask around about 
cargoes.  (I expect like most towns there will be someplace, harbormaster’s perhaps, where 
notices or agents can be found concerning cargoes.  If not, I’d visit merchants likely to be 
sending stuff out.  I would prefer Tolbi, Daila, Kalay but I don’t need to be picky.  I’ll also see if 
there’s some “professional talent” appropriate to help defend the ship, either fighter or magic 
user might do, and it would be helpful if they have some nautical talent and interest.  (I sure do 
miss Clethara!)  I’ll ask Grisham to also be looking for talent and cargoes.  “Take Werning with 
you; he needs to learn about this kind of thing too.”  We’d like to fill those last two berths 
forward, too.  We don’t want to be undermanned if we get another giant sea serpent or octopus 
attack. 

 
DM: No, the captain will quickly tell you, Captain Ganye, that this is another ship, and someone 
must have heard of your Slipstream and liked the name.  Not unusual. 

You decide not to unload at the cargo pier, and go right on up the river.  Well, you missed 
the evening galley, meaning you’ll either have to try and go upriver yourself, or wait until 
morning.  Cardigan is in fact very pleased that you’ll take it to Dale yourself.  However, he will 
give you 5gp towards being towed upriver.  

So, that night, nothing happens.  The galley comes downriver.  It's currently pulling no 
one.  You arrange to be towed, and pay the fee.  The galley tows you upriver, and you arrive at 
Dale mid-morning.  Cardigan begged permission to be allowed to ride up to Dale with you 
aboard the Vigilance; I assume you let him? 

So, you arrive in Dale.  You go to Clethera’s parents house.  According to them, not 
much has been happening at this end of the kingdom.  They thank you for the money, and ask 
how the ship is doing.  After a while you leave.  You wander around Dale.  There is a beautiful 
carved statue in the center of the town square.  At the center of it.  It is obvious that something is 
supposed to be sitting in the hands of a man with a beard.  So, you go to the magic shops.  

There is a potion of treasure finding for 3000gp, a bag of holding for 25000, a brooch of 
shielding for 10000, potion of flying 750gp, a dagger +1, +2 to small creatures for 700gp, 8 +3 
arrows for 2800gp, +1 spear 3000, Studded leather +1 for 2500gp, A potion of Invulnerability 
for fighters, 500gp, a wand of illumination for 10000gp 
 
Thumper:  Odd to have another ship, same name, same description, and same place, right where 
the other was said to have gone down.  I thank Captain Ganye, and apologize for any confusion 
on my part.  (Hmm... Something odd going on here?  I make an I roll: d20=6; below by 12.)  I 
seem to recall that the Slipstream sunk and all hands lost on rocks near Dale.  But, perhaps 
salvaged?  Is this indeed the same ship formerly owned by Blankenship?  I’ll ask Cardigan. 

We’ll wait for the galley.  Don’t want to do the river in the dark, and all that rowing is 
hard for the hands, especially with reduced crew.  I’m happy to give Cardigan a ride, and 
appreciate his helping with the tow fee.  “Good to do business with you.” 

I tell Clethara’s parents about the difficulties faces this sailing season, and that being the 
reason for the small profits.  I sure do miss Clethara, and I know they do too.  I take my leave of 
them.  (Do they have other children?  I don't recall Clethara saying much about her family.)  Do I 
know the story behind the statue?  I’d think I would have heard it.  D20=8 (below by 10 for I, 
make any of the others).  I can’t afford any of the magic items, but it’s interesting to look.  



Temek could probably use that +1 studded leather armor, but it’s way more than I can manage 
under the circumstances.  That potion of treasure finding sounded interesting too. 

I’ll investigate cargoes, but I’m not in a hurry.  Grisham was going to look for a couple of 
seamen, too. 
DM: Grisham says, “Who knows.  May have been the some guy liked the ship, wanted another.” 

Yes, Slipstream was once part of the same sailing company as Vigilance, but was lost 
with all hands near Dale. 
Cardigan knows that it was built within the last year, in Daila, but he doesn't know anything else. 

No, they have no other children. It’s now just the two of them. 
You would know what it is.  As a magic user, you might not be a believer, but you know 

that the wizards of this town, believe that a magical Stone of Dale, is the central focus of the 
Religion of this town, and of most magic users.  They believe that this stone, which was lost 
years ago in a raid on the town, is the focal point of all magic in the world, and should the stone 
be destroyed, magic users would lose all of their powers, and be as helpless as any other man, 
from a lowly apprentice, all the way up to the legendary Blue Wizard.  This statue was carved to 
be a home for the stone, should it ever be found again. 

 
Changes in the Navy, and I Receive Offers: 

 
The next morning, while you’ve been sleeping, the dockyard has been transformed.  T 

hree ships arrived during the night, warships, and sailors and officers are crowding the wharfs, 
all trying to get to the Militia Office.  Apparently word came from Madra a week ago that all 
Naval Vessels were to report to Lumerian Ports, for post war inspections and refits.  The 
townspeople didn’t find that weird, most of those ships probably haven't been refitted since the 
beginning of the war.  Next, last night, a Royal Decree came stating that the Lumerian Navy, due 
to alleged incompetence and disorganization, was officially disbanded.  The Naval Militia, now 
the Navy of Royal Lumeria, was replacing it.  All former naval officers of Commander rank and 
below will be allowed to transfer their commissions, after subjecting themselves to a selection 
board, set up in Madra.  All former naval ships will likewise be inspected and then either sold, or 
commissioned by the Royal Navy.  All Militia Officers will be automatically transferred.  

Under this Decree, Admiral Slip Knot, Commander and Chief of the Navy of Royal 
Lumeria, decreed that all officers in the Navy of Royal Lumeria, should report to the closest 
Naval Office, to check for orders. 

I assume you report to the Naval Office?  Well, if you don’t, they send a Midshipman to 
come and get you.  You report to the Office, and find the place snowed under.  There appear to 
be many former Naval officers in there, applying for transfers, demanding to see the Port 
Admiral, and all around shouting.  Based on what you hear, this transition has not been popular. 
You finally reach the desk and speak to a harried looking clerk.  After stating your name and 
rank, he checks a list and says, “Oh, thank god!  I thought you were another Transfer.”  He 
whistles for a page, and you are taken back to a small waiting room where there are no other 
officers, however from the looks you got as you were shuffled in from the “transfers” they 
wished this room were more occupied.  After a few minutes, the door to an office opens.  A man 
in an Admiral’s uniform beckons you in.  

“Commander Thumper, reservist.  Sit.  I'm Admiral Reef Knot.  As you by now know, 
we are the Navy now.  No more of this Militia, namby-pamby stuff.  Before, we had the dregs of 
the fleet, the unwanted.  Now, there are far more officers than posting.  I’ve been ordered to lay 



my hands on as many Reservists, as many real officers, those who we know are Loyal to this 
organization, and put them in the right places.  Your promotion to Captain has come through.  As 
you know, no former officer of the rank of Captain or above is being allowed to transfer.  (He 
says the word with every amount of disdain you would think is possible.)  Transfer in, without a 
reduction in rank, putting you right up there at the top.  I know you declined promotion after the 
Treachery, based on your current posting as Captain of some lowly merchant junker.  (Again, 
more disdain.)  However, I’ve been ordered to give you these two options.  We don’t have any 
more room for reservists.  Any more room for officers who aren’t completely Loyal.  We know 
you are.  We are willing to give you command of a Frigate.  Decline, and your service will no 
longer be required, and your commission of Commander will be terminated.  You will be like 
any other merchant captain.  (Again, more disdain. He says it as if he feels they don’t deserve the 
title).  Well?”  He fixes you with a piercing scathing look, as if daring you to say no. 

As you can see, sailors might soon be quite plentiful for a short period of time, but the 
town is a little busy at the moment for cargoes.  During the day three more war ships come up 
river to tie up. 
 
Thumper:  Oh my!  Well, first, I conduct normal business with Grisham.  Looks like 
“Slipstream” is a new vessel then, not a raised wreck.  Just wondering.  “Looks like it’s going to 
be hard to find a cargo with all this chaos, but keep asking.  I wonder what the heck is going 
on?” (I soon find out.) 

So, I report in, as you have it.  We have that pleasant little interview with Admiral Reef 
Knot.  He is long winded enough that I have a chance to think at least a little bit while he puffs 
on.  I reply, “I ask that you grant me an opportunity to put my affairs in order.  I have 
responsibilities to the stockholders of the Vigilance.  You would have dismissed me already had 
you taken me as one who did not honor his responsibilities.  I assume with widespread 
inspections and overhauls in process there is no immediate need for a decision on my part, so 
that I may have leave of two weeks, if that is quite convenient, to make necessary arrangements.  
My appointment in the Militia has been entirely for the convenience of the Crown.  That remains 
so.  I am willing to suffer dismissal in good conscience should the needs of the service require 
it.”  (I will listen politely to whatever his closing remarks are.)  “Good day, sir.” 
 
DM: Grisham will try and use the chaos to his advantage.  Maybe snap up a man or two that are 
fed up with navy life. 

After you reply, Admiral Reef Knot looks hard at you, with a triumphant sneer.  “I 
thought not.  You merchants are all the same.  Always wanting to spend weeks taking of things 
any real navy man could do in minutes.  Worried about stockholders, and money, and other 
nonsense.  Not willing to lift a hand to fight, unless of course they are paid.  No, I saw that in you 
the moment you walked in the door.  Wearing your Captain’s hat, with those foolish ears as a 
badge of pride.  Thumper, I have made my decision about you.  I will be sending in the next 
dispatch to the Admiralty, my recommendation for your commission to be terminated.  
According to your file, you have a month’s half pay waiting for you.  Collect it from the clerk 
and get out of my office. Good Day Sir.” 

You hear a bell ring under his desk, and a clerk comes to escort you out. You collect your 
months' half pay, 10 gp, 7sp, and the clerk behind the desk asks you to sign a form contesting 
your dismissal.  When those around you hear, you hear a few snide laughs, and a couple of 
whoops for joy.  You leave the office.  Do you sign the form? 



As you were dismissed, you meet up with Grisham.  
Well, even though you weren’t trying to actively sell her, a man does try to buy the 

Vigilance from you.  He corners you in a tavern where you are meeting Grisham, who hasn’t 
found any volunteers, yet.  (He is still very hopeful.) 

“Greeting, Captain Thumper?  Yes, my name is Shure.  I run a small shipping company 
based mainly out of Dale, and I want to make you an offer.  I’ve heard you've been having 
financial trouble keeping your chip funded.  Currently my company has only small ships.  My 
biggest is a brig.  Perhaps you saw her?  Slipstream?  Yes, she’s mine.  I’m wondering if you’re 
interested in, an exchange.  As I said, my company is looking for a bigger ship, one capable of 
larger deliveries, and therefore, larger profits.  These days profits are hard to come by anyway, 
what with the new Naval Decrees that a friend of mine tells me are on the way.  Where was I?  
Oh yes, and exchange.  I will trade you my ship, Slipstream, along with 4000gp, for your ship, 
Vigilance.  If Slipstream is not to your liking, I have a smaller brig, the Express, that I will trade 
instead, and add in another 1500gp.  Well, think on it, contact your shareholders, I’m staying at 
the Figurehead.”  (I assume you have some things to say.) 

Well, he leaves, and you only have time to open your mouth to speak to Grisham about it 
when someone even more outlandish sits down across from you.  You don’t recognize him. 
However, his garb instantly identifies him as a Nomad.  He looks hard at you, then speaks in a 
tongue you don’t know.  After a few sentences, he stops, then tries again. It's common, but it's 
clear he doesn’t speak it fluently 

“You captain?  You run Ship?  We, Nomads, hire ship.  We want ship to find new place 
for Nomads, far from Loomerya and King.  We pay good.  We hire you to find home for 
Nomads.  Will pay in gold, gems, very good money.  Will send warriors with you, fight 
monsters.  Then, pay even better for ship to take Nomads to new home. We pay good.” 

I think that’s enough information to digest at once. 
 
Thumper:  Well, that was an easy decision!  Obviously, they don’t need me, and if that’s so, fine!  
Don’t know that I’d have wanted to serve under Admiral Slipsalot anyway.  I will take the 
money, 7gp of it. “Keep the rest.  For your good service.”  I ignore the mention about signing the 
form, whether it’s consenting or contesting, and walk out.  I refuse to be distracted by the others, 
though they might have been distracted by my leaving the money on the desk.  I will turn as I 
exit, and say, “Good day, gentlemen.  I wish you good fortune.”  (So, I'm I'll tipping the clerk 
2gp, 7sp).  I figure if the crown ever needs me again, they’ll figure out a way to make it happen.  
(Did I recognize any of these guys?  D20=14) 

I reply to Shure, “I was curious about Slipstream.  An earlier vessel of that name sunk 
with all hands, did she not?  Seemed to me that someone might be tempting fate to re-use that 
name, with so many others available.  You know, bad karma.  If you believe in such stuff.  
Another thing that seems odd is that you are seeking a larger vessel when what I’ve been hearing 
is that smaller ships are more the vogue these days.  Can’t see the sense of it myself.  But, there 
you are.  You see, I can’t see a good reason for a trade.  I don’t know that a smaller ship would 
have survived, let us say, the ‘incidents’ (since the naval authorities don't want me to mention 
them) that we have encountered so far this season.  And, we may not be very profitable at the 
moment, but I’m not actually at a loss.  Just paid a small dividend.  Don’t know that I’d be able 
to say that if I’d been carrying smaller cargoes with smaller earnings.  I’m hopeful that shipping 
rates will have to go up in the face of, let’s say it, the increased costs of doing business.  Say, 
Naval decrees?  I hadn’t heard about that!  They think more regulation’s going to help?  What 



have you heard?  Well, my friend, I do appreciate your offer.  But, aside from preferring a larger 
ship myself, I also have a sentimental attachment to good ship Vigilance, and have found her to 
be fast and robust, qualities I value.  But, if I hear of anyone with an interest in selling, I’ll tell 
them you're looking.  Could be some, given the hazards of the trade.” 

Wow.  I listen to Mr. Nomad, and after absorbing it, ordering a drink for him and, well, 
does he want a smoke?  Not for me, thanks.  Anyway, I dither politely for a few moments.  I'll 
introduce myself and Gresham.  “Didn't catch your name.” 

“Well, that's indeed very interesting.  A proposition to be considered.  But here’s the 
important question: do you know where to look?  All I know about is Lumeria.  As you know, 
the corner you nomads are in seems a bit confined.  The rest isn’t big either.  Then there’s 
Ociena, bigger, but as far as I know already claimed by other folks.  I know of an island NE of 
Dale, but it’s very small.  There’s likely one South of Mikisalla somewhere that the Navy’s 
trying to keep secret, but I don't know anything about it.  There’s supposed to be a barrier reef 
that keeps ships from going out very far.  I saw a part of it to the North.  So, is there somewhere 
else?  Somewhere beyond that reef?  Do you know how I should go about getting there?  You 
mentioned monsters, not men, that you would fight for this new home.  And you said far from 
here.  So, you know something, perhaps from visions or prophesies?  I will need to know a bit 
more before I can say yes.  And adequately prepare.” 

I'm watching Grisham, to see what he thinks.  I’m thinking that if we’ve got to take 
chances with sea monsters anyway, why not do so with warriors on board who can help fight the 
things?  And if we discover a way through that barrier....   Could be a big opportunity.  And I can 
believe the nomads have a stash of good stuff to pay us with, too. 

“You know Darmet?  Has lots of maps.  He with you on this?  Does he have maps of 
where to go?”  In case I need it, d20=17.  Uh oh, unless that was an I roll. 
 
DM: Well, that's that then. 

(Shure) “Ah well, if you believe in all that nonsense, then you're in good company here in 
Dale.  Superstition and hocus pocus abound.  Although, you are a magic user yourself, so who 
knows.  I regret that you declined, however, I do recognize a good business man when I see one. 
Oh, yes.  New decrees will soon be coming out.  Apparently, something about Naval ships being 
required to escort merchantmen between certain ports to provide protection, and as payment for 
their protection, a percentage of the money will be taken directly from the captains.  No word yet 
on what ports those will be, or when these decrees will come into play.  You would know better 
than I how the military works, I understand you are a commander in the Navy.  Well, once again, 
so sorry we couldn’t do business, if you are ever in the mind of selling your ships, be sure to look 
me up.” 

(Nomad) “My name Bardus.  (He refuses a drink, but does start to smoke a pipe.)  We try 
to move to Oseenyah, but King say no.  We want desert, but only way to get it is war.  We no 
want to fight kingdom, we want to leave.”  He blinks at a few of the larger words you use, but 
eventually with smaller words, you get the point across.  “No, we do not know where to look. 
Nomads no use boats.  We pay boats to look.  We give you gold and gems to look, more if you 
find new home, and lots if you take Nomads to new home.  We provide warriors, two tens of 
strong warriors and horses, to fight monsters.  If you find new home, and there are people there, 
we will fight them for new home.  We want to leave Loomerya.  If want, you come to Nomad 
City, and talk to Council.  They tell you all.  I told to take ship captains there.  We no know of 
new home, no future seers.  We want ships to try and find land. We know nothing of water.” 



“Yes, Darmet well know.  He smart.  He have maps.  Maps of Land.  Darmet have no 
maps of water.  Darmet in Nomad City, he exploring ruins.  He not of my clan.” 

Grisham says, “Well, Cap’n, you said you wanted to go ‘splorin.  May as well get paid to 
do it, and have a company of some Nomads to protect us.  Takin horses 'll make a mess, but I 
figure they’re comin’ to be used if we find this ‘home’ they’re lookin for.  Wonder how many 
they're gonna send with us?  And of course, how much it pays.  Whatever you decide is fine by 
me, Cap’n,  I think it’ll be fun.” 
	


